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ABSTRACT
Radio frequency (RF) transceivers require a disproportionately high effort in
terms of test development time, test equipment cost, and test time. The relatively
high test cost stems from two contributing factors. First, RF transceivers require the
measurement of a diverse set of specifications, requiring multiple test set-ups and long
test times, which complicates load-board design, debug, and diagnosis. Second, high
frequency operation necessitates the use of expensive equipment, resulting in higher
per second test time cost compared with mixed-signal or digital circuits. Moreover,
in terms of the non-recurring engineering cost, the need to measure complex spec-
ifications complicates the test development process and necessitates a long learning
process for test engineers.
Test time is dominated by changing and settling time for each test set-up.
Thus, single set-up test solutions are desirable. Loop-back configuration where the
transmitter output is connected to the receiver input are used as the desirable test set-
up for RF transceivers, since it eliminates the reliance on expensive instrumentation
for RF signal analysis and enables measuring multiple parameters at once. In-phase
and Quadrature (IQ) imbalance, non-linearity, DC offset and IQ time skews are some
of the most detrimental imperfections in transceiver performance. Measurement of
these parameters in the loop-back mode is challenging due to the coupling between
the receiver (RX) and transmitter (TX) parameters. Loop-back based solutions are
proposed in this work to resolve this issue. A calibration algorithm for a subset of
the above mentioned impairments is also presented.
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) is a system-level parameter that is specified for
most advanced communication standards. EVM measurement often takes extensive
test development efforts, tester resources, and long test times. EVM is analytically
related to system impairments, which are typically measured in a production test
i
environment. Thus, EVM test can be eliminated from the test list if the relations
between EVM and system impairments are derived independent of the circuit im-
plementation and manufacturing process. In this work, the focus is on the WLAN
standard, and deriving the relations between EVM and three of the most detrimen-
tal impairments for QAM/OFDM based systems (IQ imbalance, non-linearity, and
noise).
Having low cost test techniques for measuring the RF transceivers imperfec-
tions and being able to analytically compute EVM from the measured parameters
is a complete test solution for RF transceivers. These techniques along with the
proposed calibration method can be used in improving the yield by widening the
pass/fail boundaries for transceivers imperfections. For all of the proposed methods,
simulation and hardware measurements prove that the proposed techniques provide
accurate characterization of RF transceivers.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Wireless communications devices are becoming increasingly complex as customers
demand higher performance, more functionality, longer battery life, and smaller size
devices. Furthermore, increasing competition results in lowering product prices in
spite of the increase in performance expectations. Integration of the complete wire-
less transceiver, including Radio Frequency (RF), analog, and digital subsystems, is
regarded as a promising way to meet the conflicting demands of higher performance
and lower product cost. RF front-ends and mixed signal circuits can now be de-
signed and fabricated on fine-geometry digital CMOS processes, proving the viability
of high levels of integration. Thanks to improvements on silicon-on-insulator tech-
nology, which makes it possible to integrate high quality passives and switches with
CMOS devices, trends to fully integrate transceivers are speeding up. As an example,
historically, RF power amplifiers have been manufactured as stand-alone devices using
high mobility compound semiconductor processes. A recent demonstration of a power
amplifier manufactured on a 90nm digital process [1] indicates that full integration is
both feasible and desirable.
As the production of RF transceivers moves into fine-geometry, digitally-tuned
CMOS processes, increasing process variations, complicated layouts, and increasingly
unreliable device fabric cause some system level impairments that degrade the device
performance and require extensive characterization of the final product. Manufactur-
ers need to ensure compliance with highly complex standards. As a result, production
test requires the characterization of not only architectural specifications, such as gain
and phase imbalance and non-linearity, but also high-level complex parameters, such
as error vector magnitude (EVM). This characterization information is used during
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production testing not only for go/no-go decisions, but also to enable calibration and
compensation for the analog impairments to attain adequate product yield. The char-
acterization process often involves high-caliber RF instrumentation and multiple test
set-ups, resulting in high production test cost and making on-chip characterization
infeasible.
Moreover, it has been shown that RF circuits manufactured with fine-geometry
processes experience gradual degradation of their performance parameters within the
first 1-2 years of deployment [2–4]. While such degradation does not immediately
result in failure, it may need to be compensated for since it results in a change of
behavior. Thus, in-field performance degradation is a real concern for RF circuits.
Luckily, as long as a catastrophic failure is not observed, impairments in the RF
subsystem can be digitally compensated by using pre-distortion (at transmitter) and
post-distortion (at receiver)[5–8]. In order to enable this compensation, the system
level performance of the transceivers needs to be monitored in-field. This perfor-
mance monitoring needs to target the impairment parameters that can be digitally
compensated. Such a monitoring approach can also be used for initial production test
of the system since the same parameters are measured in this phase for a go/no-go
decision. In order to achieve the in-field self-test goal, the measurement approach
must not rely on RF instrumentation, must be non-invasive, and measurement time
needs to be short enough not to cause any disruption in the communications.
Traditionally, RF transceivers are characterized by a two-step approach through
the measurement of important parameters of the transmitter and the receiver paths.
Over the years, dedicated test techniques have been developed to enable accurate
measurement of a number of system parameters, such as gain, quadrature imbal-
ances, third-order intercept point (IIP3) which determines the non-linearity , and
time skews. However, focusing on one path alone, and one parameter alone requires
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expensive RF-enabled test equipment and dedicated test set-ups for each parameter.
For example, measuring non-linearity often requires a multi-tone input, disabling the
I or Q branch to prevent interference from IQ mismatches, and spectral analysis at
the output. Measuring IQ imbalance in contrast, requires a single-tone signal, coher-
ent input and output sampling to mitigate the effect of time delays, activating both
I and Q branches at the same time, and time domain analysis at the output. Such
variety of test set-ups complicates the test development process, load board design,
and verification. Moreover, switching RF inputs and outputs introduces considerable
test time overhead.
Decreasing production test cost for RF transceivers has been the focus of exten-
sive research lately [9–11]. Since transmitters and receivers perform complementary
operations, a popular research venue has been to connect them in a loop-around or
loop-back fashion so as to conduct all the testing in the low frequency analog or digital
domain which eliminates the need for expensive test equipment. Several techniques
based on this philosophy have been proposed [12–15]. In a loop-around configuration,
all parameters of the transmitter and the receiver affect the input-output behavior.
In traditional two-step testing (testing of transmitter and receiver separately), while
measuring one parameter, test signals and set-ups are carefully adjusted so as to
prevent interference from other parameters. Most loop-around based approaches du-
plicate this philosophy. Unfortunately, while isolating the effect of one parameter
(i.e., non-linearity) from others (e.g., IQ imbalance or time skew), this generates a
dependency between the transmitter and receiver paths. As a result, a major chal-
lenge in loop-around or loop-back based testing has been the de-embedding of the
transmitter and receiver parameters from one another. Most of the proposed tech-
niques are based on regression algorithms or non-linear solvers, both of which have
high computational overhead. In this work, the focus is on designing suitable test
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signals which are easy to generate on-chip and enable the separation of the effect of
the different impairments in time or frequency domain. This separation paves the way
to solve for transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) imperfections with simple analytical
expressions.
Increasing circuit complexity and process variations drive the push towards
including more on-chip structures to enable built-in characterization and calibration
of RF devices. In most Built-in-Self-Test (BiST) techniques, a small piece of circuit
(envelope detector, peak detector, etc.) is added to the design in order to convert the
system response to a simpler form with lower frequency that makes on-chip analysis
feasible [16–21]. In this work, a BiST technique for the transmitter using a self mixing
envelope detector is presented. The low frequency response of the BiST circuit is used
for analytical solution of the impairments.
Most of the parameters of transceivers are correlated and these correlations
have long been exploited to reduce the test cost [22–24]. More importantly, standard-
based specifications, such as EVM and bit error rate (BER) are tightly correlated to
designer-specified system level parameters such as gain, non-linearity, and IQ imbal-
ance [25].
For transmitters, one of the most important performance parameters is EVM,
which is a figure of merit for modulation accuracy. In fact, BER can be obtained
using the EVM result [25]. As such, it is an important parameter for production
testing, yield learning, and diagnosis. EVM is specified for many advanced systems,
such as WLAN [26] and WiMAX [27]. EVM encapsulates many non-idealities of the
transmitter, including inter symbol interference, mismatch, non-linearity, phase noise
and spurs, and carrier leakage [28]. While the definition of EVM is straightforward, its
measurement is challenging. Setting up EVM measurements requires extensive test
development efforts and knowledge across several disciplines. First, a golden receiver
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needs to be implemented on the load board which complicates design and verification.
The entire receiver operation needs to be duplicated on the test equipment by the
test engineer and incorporated into the test program or on the load board [29]. In
effect, the test engineer needs to duplicate the complete software for the receiver
operation, which typically is designed by more than one person and has hardware
accelerators for specific operations, such as finding the beginning of the frame. Finally,
the overall operation has to be verified against bench measurements. In addition to the
difficulties of setting up reliable EVM measurements, EVM testing also take relatively
long time. Characterization of EVM requires sending multiple signals spread over
multiple frames and conducting the overall receive operation including the channel
characterization and synchronization. The I and Q signals need to be captured and
analyzed at the tester. This operation requires complex procedures to synchronize the
transmitted and received frames and to estimate the channel characteristics. These
steps require multiple passes through the received I and Q signals [30, 31] and add
considerable test time. Moreover, EVM measurement places a burden on the tester
computational resources [11], and generates a bottleneck in increasing the multi-site
ratio. For instance for a WLAN system, EVM measurement can take 400ms while
parameters with simpler test set-up take much shorter time (e.g. IQ imbalance takes
30ms and IIP3 takes 40ms to measure). As a result, despite the simple definition,
EVM is one of the most challenging parameters to measure accurately and efficiently.
It has been shown in the literature that EVM, as a top level parameter is an-
alytically correlated to other system-level parameters, such as gain and phase imbal-
ance, non-linearity, DC offset, and various sources of noise [32–36]. These parameters
are also typically measured for pass/fail decision as well as compensation/calibration
purposes. For a given modulation and multiple access scheme, such as QAM/OFDM,
the structure of the relations between EVM and system-level parameters is constant.
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The coefficients in these relations are dependent on the number of sub-carriers and
symbols in the constellation space, thus dependent on the standard. However, they
are completely independent of the circuit implementation, architecture, and manufac-
turing process. As such, once these relations are derived, they are valid across multiple
product generations. This approach would completely eliminate EVM measurement
while still characterizing EVM as a top-level parameter. Thus, test development effort
for EVM measurement is eliminated and test time reduced, resulting in a reduction
in both recurring and non-recurring costs.
In order to achieve this goal, the relation between EVM and other easy-to-
measure system level parameters needs to be derived. However, this is not straight-
forward particularly for OFDM systems due to frequency/time domain conversions.
Multiple QAM symbols are combined to generate the time domain signal that is sub-
ject to non-linearity in the power amplifier. There have been numerous attempts in
the literature to analyze the effect of system impairments on EVM for a variety of
reasons [32–36]. These techniques are discussed in more detail in the next section.
1.1 Outline of Dissertation
In Chapter 2, an overview of the state of the art techniques for characterization of
RF transceivers is given in detail. The proposed solutions and their shortcomings are
discussed as well as this thesis approach to solve these issues. The literature is classi-
fied into two groups. The first group of research works focus on the characterization
of linear and non-linear impairments. The second group of research works focus on
efficient EVM test.
In Chapter 3, the focus is on low cost test solutions for measurement of impor-
tant parameters of RF transceivers. The target parameters include IQ imbalances,
non-linearity, DC offsets, and time skews. Three methods have been developed to
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solve this problem. The first method is a single set-up loop around test solution for
extracting the IQ imbalances, non-linearity, and time skews based on a time domain
model. The second method is a self-test technique for the characterization of IQ
imbalances and non-linearity based on a loop-back model. A specialized test signal
is used in order to separate the effects of various impairments from the output signal
analysis. The frequency domain information of the circuit response is used to ana-
lytically compute the target impairments with low computational complexity. The
determined IQ imbalance parameters are used for digital calibration of transmitter
IQ imbalance, which greatly enhances reliability and yield. The only additional com-
ponent to enable our approach is an attenuator in the loop-back path, which can be
placed outside the chip. Realizing that most transceivers include an envelope or power
detector for power control purposes, another self test solution is developed utilizing
this already existing piece of circuitry. IQ imbalance and non-linearity parameters
of the transmitters are calculated using analytical models and a self-mixing envelope
detector.
In Chapter 4, the effect of IQ imbalance, non-linearity and noise on OFDM
system performance is discussed and two techniques are proposed to analytically
compute the EVM of the transmitter under test from these parameters which are
already measured in a production environment. The focus of this work is the WLAN
standard, which uses quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and orthogonal fre-
quency domain multiplexing (OFDM) principles. The effect of these impairments is
more complicated in multi-carrier systems compared with single carrier systems. In
the first technique, the EVM (of the device under test) is directly computed from the
measured linear and non-linear impairments of the path. In the second method, hav-
ing the transmitted test signal and the DUT parameters, each of the received QAM
symbols is computed and EVM is computed using the specified standard definition.
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A summary of the accomplishments and conclusions of the work is presented
in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Prior Work
In this section, an overview of different proposed test solutions in the literature for
the characterization of RF transceivers is discussed in detail. Most of the prior re-
search focus on reducing the test cost. In the first section, the state of the art on
the characterization of transceivers linear and non-linear parameters are discussed.
Related work on EVM test and modeling is presented in the second section.
2.1.1 Prior Work on Transceiver IQ Imbalance and Non-linearity Characterization
Reducing RF test cost has gained a great deal of attention in the past decade. One
thread in RF test cost reduction is to place dedicated instrumentation on the load
board to enable RF signal generation or analysis. In [11, 14, 37, 38], the authors
place active and passive devices to replace some of the RF functionality that would
normally be required in the tester. The devices that can be placed on the load board
can include passive, frequency up- and down-converters, data converters, oscillators,
and synthesizers. In [11], the authors propose to place additional computational
resources to enable multi-site EVM measurements when the tester capabilities are
limited. Enhancing the load board with RF functionality reduces the cost of capital
equipment, but increases the load board complexity and still requires multiple test
set-ups for distinct parameters. In [39], non-linearity specifications of the block under
test are easily extracted from the envelope signal. It is based on the detection and
spectral analysis of the two-tone response envelope of the block under test. In [40],
the authors proposed an approach for parametric fault testing based on polynomial
expansion of non-linear analog circuits.
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Loop-back configuration, wherein the transmitter output is connected to its
receiver input, is highly desirable as a test venue since it obviates the need for RF
instrumentation [13, 20, 38, 41–43]. In [12], the authors provide a go/no-go test solu-
tion for a particular transceiver architecture that uses a delayed loop-back connection
and self-mixing principles. In [13], the authors propose to use a mixer as a loop-
around connection so as to align the frequencies of the transmitter and the receiver.
Switched loop-around connections effectively provide the same frequency offsetting
capabilities and can be used for transceivers where up and down link connections have
a frequency mismatch [14]. While these techniques address particular architectural
problems in the loop-around mode, decoupling of transmitter and receiver parameters
still constitutes a major challenge.
Loop-back testing is also desirable for on-chip characterization and compensa-
tion. An important challenge in loop-back based testing is the coupling between RX
and TX parameters. Several researchers have addressed this problem [10, 38, 42, 43].
Modeling the full-path behavior and solving for internal parameters can alleviate this
problem [10, 15, 42–45].
In [10, 44], the authors decouple the gain and IIP3 of the transmitter and
receiver by employing an explicit approximation of the full-path behavior. Quadrature
imbalances and time skews have not been targeted in [10, 44]. In [45], the authors
used regression-based modeling and iterative numerical techniques to solve for internal
parameters and demonstrate the feasibility on various analog circuits.
In [46], the authors present an IQ imbalance extraction method that uses a
Cholesky decomposition of the received signal’s covariance matrix. A frequency offset
between LO frequencies of transmitter and receiver is injected to separate the effect
of their imbalances in the received signal. In some cases, either the transmitter or the
receiver is assumed golden to extract the impairments of the other side. In [25], the
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transmitter parameters are obtained using constellation analysis assuming a golden
receiver. Similarly in [47], a step by step approach for a quadrature mixer impairment
extraction is presented using an ideal receiver.
Alternate test refers to exciting the DUT with a simple test signal and building
a mapping function between the DUT response to this simple signal and the targeted
specifications. The mapping function is built using statistical learning techniques.
The test signal has to be carefully selected to excite the targeted imperfections. In
[10, 38, 41], this technique is used to measure gain and IIP3 of the RX and TX path
can be decoupled. However, linear impairments (IQ imbalance) are not targeted in
[10, 38, 41].
IQ imbalances, namely gain mismatch, phase mismatch, DC offsets, and time
skews are several of the most damaging impairments to product performance [48, 49].
These impairments are also most suitable for digital compensation since they can be
cancelled out by linear transformations in the baseband [6, 7, 46, 49, 50].
While some IQ imbalances have been included as target parameters in prior
work [15, 42, 43], extraction of these parameters relies on non-linear estimation where
convergence may not always be guaranteed. Moreover, such complex computations
are not amenable for on-chip implementation as they require extensive computational
resources. In [51], a method to compute a subset of IQ imbalances is presented. How-
ever, most impairments are assumed to be zero, making the overall model unrealistic.
Another step by step technique is presented in [52]. The phase to amplitude conver-
sion concept is used in estimation of a subset of IQ imbalances. The test is performed
for transmitter and receiver separately.
Designing and placing dedicated built-in-test (BiT) circuitry, such as peak
and power detectors, have also been proposed to reduce the reliance on RF testers
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[14, 20, 41]. A major challenge in using such embedded circuitry is that the parameters
of the test circuitry are not known and therefore need to be characterized before the
circuit under test can be characterized.
BiST techniques have been proposed to characterize RF blocks, such as low
noise amplifiers (LNAs), or power amplifiers (PAs), or the entire transmitter chain
[10, 16–18, 21, 53–55]. In [16], a BiST technique for LNA is presented. The BiST
circuit detects amplitude alterations at the output of the differential LNA, due to
parametric or catastrophic faults, and provides a single digital Pass/Fail indication
signal. An LNA BiST technique is presented in [17]. Input matching, gain, and
output matching as well as the linearity of the DUT are measured. For input matching
measurements, three sequential sinusoidal input signals are used and the fluctuation
in the LNA current is sensed using an envelope detector.
A loop-back based BiST technique for local oscillator phase noise, RF front-
end circuits and the baseband building blocks of the transceiver is presented in [19].
A switch is used in the loop-back path as a frequency translator to generate two
harmonics of the signal, which are used for magnitude characterization of the RF
section using multiple RF detectors. In [20], a loop-back BiST spectral signature
analysis technique is proposed. OFDM signal is chosen as the spectral test signature.
In [18, 41], on-chip sensor responses are used to predict the performance pa-
rameters of the RF blocks and system specifications (IIP3, gain, and NF) using a
non-linear regression model. In [41], the authors also present an optimized algorithm
for sensor placement.
Envelope detectors are widely used in BiST techniques for testing various RF
blocks since the envelope of the high frequency signal preserves important information
[10, 53–55]. In [53], the envelope of the circuit response to a two tone test stimulus is
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captured and its wavelet coefficients are used to predict the gain, noise figure (NF) and
1dB compression point (P1dB) of the circuit using a multivariate adaptive regression
splines (MARS) model. Another method using the envelope of the circuit response
with respect to a 2-tone input is presented in [54]. Spectral information is used to
define a digital signature. As the signature range is known for acceptable DUTs, a
go/no-go test output signal is generated.
Most of the prior work on Built-in-Self-Test for RF circuits focuses on the
characterization of noise figure, gain, and non-linearity of the devices. However IQ
imbalances, namely IQ gain and phase mismatch, DC offsets, and time skews are
detrimental to the transceiver operation and thus need to be characterized. Moreover,
these parameters are amenable to digital compensation [6, 7, 46]. Thus, in-field
measurement and monitoring of such parameters are useful in the context of circuit
adaptation. In [42, 56], the authors present a technique to extract a more complete
set of transceiver impairment parameters using the loop-back configuration and non-
linear solvers. However, due to computational complexity, these approaches are more
suitable for tester implementation.
2.1.2 Prior Work on EVM
Since this work focuses on EVM modeling for testing purposes, the literature is re-
viewed from two perspectives: EVM testing and modeling.
2.1.2.1 Prior work in reducing EVM test time
Recently, extensive effort has been given to EVM test time reduction with acceptable
measurement accuracy [31, 57, 58]. In [31], an optimization method is presented to
limit the number of symbols to be transmitted/received within one frame as dictated
by the normal operation mode. As the relation between the input bit pattern and the
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time domain signal is complicated in OFDM systems, the authors suggest to optimize
the time domain signal by choosing symbols that are more sensitive to circuit impair-
ments. The complete receive operation is duplicated at the tester using a golden
receiver on the load board. A computationally efficient EVM measurement method
for phase-only modulation schemes is presented in [57]. EVM test sequence is reduced
in [58] by selecting sensitive corner cases into the test vector. The authors empirically
demonstrate that reducing the number of OFDM symbols from 320 that the stan-
dard suggests to 20 optimized OFDM symbols will result in the same fault coverage.
While these techniques are effective in reducing the test time associated with EVM
measurements, they still require the test development process that includes golden
receiver implementation, load board design, and demodulation capability implemen-
tation. As a result, extensive test development and verification efforts still need to
be devoted to EVM testing.
Another trend in reducing the EVM test cost is using alternate testing meth-
ods. In these methods, a mapping function between the circuit response to a special
test signal and EVM is computed using non-linear statistical multivariate regression.
In [59], the authors propose an alternate method to measure EVM by using a multi
tone signal. MARS is used as the statistical learning method.
In [60], the authors also reduce the test time by estimating the noise of the
system through the null carriers. Null carriers appear at the center of the constellation
diagram and they are only affected by the system noise. IQ imbalance or non-linearity
of the system will not affect these carriers. Thus, EVM is estimated by utilizing null
carriers to calculate system noise.
In [61], the authors use multi-tone input signals and time slicing method to
increase the sensitivity of EVM to transceiver system noise. The transceiver imperfec-
tions are divided into two groups: static non-idealities (IQ mismatch, non-linearity)
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and dynamic non-idealities (system noise, VCO phase noise). In the first step, the
static impairments are extracted and the received constellations are compensated. In
second step, a MARS model is used to predict EVM. Similarly, a multi-tone based
method is presented in [62] for Ultra Wide Bandwidth (UWB) systems.
In [63], an alternate technique is presented. A regression model has to be
found between the TX and RX impairments and their EVM. The accuracy of the
technique is acceptable although the result is reported in a narrow range. The fact
that a black box model can not give much information about the device under test
makes this technique unreliable.
These techniques replace the EVMmeasurements with alternate measurements
that may be easier to set-up. The correlations between EVM and alternate measure-
ments are obtained through statistical analysis and regression-based modeling [59].
Such statistical modeling techniques can be circuit and process-dependent and may
need to be repeated after changes to the circuit or shifts in process parameters that
alter the structure of statistical correlations.
2.1.2.2 Prior work on EVM Modeling
Effect of non-linear distortion, noise, and IQ imbalance on EVM for OFDM systems
has been studied in the literature. In [32], the authors present a derivation for the
received QAM symbol in presence of IQ imbalance in receiver. It is shown that the
received symbol on each sub-carrier is affected by the symbol on the symmetric sub-
carrier and itself. In [64], the effect of IQ imbalances in both transmitter and receiver
is studied and the authors propose algorithms to compensate for these distortions.
As the non-linearity causes the loss of orthogonality of sub-carriers in OFDM signals,
the authors of [65] derive the power of the inter-carrier interference distortion and its
effect on symbol error rate.
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All of the above mentioned studies however focus on one impairment alone,
such as non-linearity, and derive the governing relations between these impairments
and EVM. The goals of these studies are typically to understand how extensively
various impairments impact the performance of OFDM systems so as to develop
techniques to cope with them or set limits on these impairments. As it is explained
in this section, such a modeling approach is not amenable to combining the effect of
various impairments.
For single carrier systems, combined effect of IQ imbalance, noise, and non-
linearity have been studied [25, 28, 66–68]. In [28], the author suggests to combine the
separate imperfection effects in terms of variance for single carrier systems. In [66],
the authors attempt at modeling the effect of non-linearity and IQ imbalance on EVM
in vector domain. However, the relations are developed for receivers where the major
component of non-linear distortion stems from the intermodulation of outside inter-
ferers. Most research threads focus on the effect of one or more of system impairments
in single carrier systems cannot be used for multi-carrier systems. The impairment
effects in single-carrier systems are different from multi-carriers, since single-carrier
systems process one symbol at the time and they do not deal with inter-carrier inter-
ference (ICI) problem. Thus, the derivations are not valid for multi-carrier systems.
Most of the research work on analysis of non-linearity effect in OFDM systems
is based on statistical approximation [35, 36]. They assume infinite number of sub-
carriers. In [36], the central limit theorem is used to model the OFDM baseband
signal as a complex Gaussian process with Rayleigh envelope distribution. Hence,
the baseband signal amplitude is expressed by using the extended Bussgang theorem
with a complex coefficients of the signal and non-linear distortion noise. Gain and
phase imbalances are modeled on the receiver side. Similarly, complex Gaussian
assumption for OFDM signal is used in [35] and the result of Bussgang theorem is
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used. Thus, the effect of non-linearity on the OFDM baseband signal is modeled as
a scaled version of the signal plus statistically independent distortion process. The
combined effect of IQ imbalance and non-linearity of EVM is modeled as affine linear
functions.
2.2 Model-based testing
Some of the prior work on transceiver test has focused on black box modeling approach
where a mapping function is trained to link an indirect measurement results to the
target parameters. The issue is that, this function loses its accuracy over process
variations and it will be different for every design. More importantly, It does not
provide any knowledge of the system under test, which makes any kind of diagnosis
extremely challenging.
Another approach is to develop a complete model of the path from the DUT
input to the output. A more complete insight to the behavior of the DUT is acheived
with the full model of the system. Knowing the effect of each system specification or
imperfection in the system response, it is possible to identify which parameters can
be measured under which conditions or to identify the parameters that are linearly
dependent and cannot be decoupled (or find solutions for such problems). Moreover,
the analytical solution based on the derived behavioral model is not circuit or process
dependent. Thus, with this approach, general smart test solutions can be developed
which minimizes the test cost and maximizes the yield.
Each of the blocks in the transceiver path can be modeled with their behavioral
function. This system modeling can be improved depending on target parameters and
the DUT. For example, the basic function for a mixer is multiplication. The model can
get more realistic by adding non-linearity or carrier leakage to the output depending
on the application. Having a reasonable model for all the blocks, a complete function
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for the test path from the input to the output can be derived. This function helps to
demonstrate the effect of each of the system imperfections on the output signal.
Having the derived function for the complete path is very useful to find the best
test signal which fulfill all the constraints. One of the concerns to determine the best
test signal is to decouple the effect of parameters of interest in the DUT response. The
separation can be in the time domain or in the frequency domain. This is specially
very important for loop-back configuration, as there is a high interaction between the
parameters of the TX and RX paths which makes it challenging to separate their
parameters.
Analyzing the response of the circuit to the modulated waveform can help in
determining important parameters, but these signals are naturally very complicated
especially in multi-carrier systems. Thus, in this work the focus is to excite the system
with simple easy to generate sinusoidal based on-chip test signal whose representation
in the analytical derivations is feasible. The decision between single or multi-tone
for each IQ modulator arm depends on target parameters. In some cases different
frequencies can be used for each arm to be able to separate each arm impairments
in the frequency domain. This knowledge is the result of analytical modeling which
would not be possible with the black box modeling approach. Another concern in test
signal design is that the system response to the test signal has to be simple enough
that it can be analyzed even using the on-chip processor. This approach paves the
way for developing self-test and calibration for devices.
In developing analytical solutions for parameter computation, enough number
of independent equations are needed to be able to solve for all of the unknowns in the
system, which can be the system specifications (e.g. gain) or the system imperfections
(e.g. IQ imbalance). This is challenging as there is high correlation between the
parameters. Thus, some of the parameters of the test environment can be changed in
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order to be able to generate enough linearly independent measurements. For example,
in the loop-back configuration a programmable delay can be used in the loop-back
path. Having two different phase shifts in two different measurements increase the
number of independent equations.
The goal in this thesis is to propose analytical techniques to measure IQ im-
balance, non-linearity and time skews of the RF transceivers in the loop-back path
or using simple BiST architectures. An analytical model is developed based on the
behavioral modeling of the blocks in the path a smart signal for system excitation is
designed.
There is a systematic relation between the system impairments and the sys-
tem level specifications (e.g. EVM) of the RF transceivers which is independent of
the circuit implementation. Having the complete function of the path, the relation
between these parameters can be found analytically. This enables us to drop the sys-
tematic parameters test from the test list as these parameters can be calculated from
the measured imperfections. This thesis also focuses on finding the relation between
EVM and linear and nonlinear impairments in the transmitter path.
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Chapter 3
TEST SIGNAL DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS FOR OFDM SYSTEMS RF
FRONT-END PARAMETER EXTRACTION
3.1 RF Transceiver Characterization Based on Non-linear solver
For complete RF-front-ends, an analytical modeling approach has been proposed in
[15, 42, 43]. Full path relations are derived for GSM systems and parameters of
interest are extracted using non-linear estimation techniques.
While the above mentioned techniques have demonstrated success in various
experiments, an important question has not yet been addressed. The feasibility of
parameter extraction as well as the extraction accuracy heavily depends on the test
signals. To extract a particular parameter, it needs to be excited. However the best
excitant stimulus for one parameter also introduces uncertainty for the extraction
of another. This section addresses these important issues of test signal design and
optimization for conflicting goals of increasing observability of various parameters.
Here, the focus is on wide-band communication systems, WiMAX [27] and
WLAN [26] which use orthogonal frequency multiplexing (OFDM) and quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) and provide a parameter extraction method in the
loop-around mode using a digital interface. While such methods have been developed
before [15] for a narrow-band system (GSM), their direct application to the complex
OFDM systems bears little hope due to complex nature of the signal. Higher ampli-
tude diversity in OFDM signal makes it amenable to better extraction. However this
complexity is coupled with higher orders of non-linearity. This problem is addressed
by carefully crafting test signals and developing multi-step methods for parameter
extraction to achieve acceptable accuracy. The major contributions are:
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1. a test signal development method that aims at maximizing extraction accuracy
by determining best power level for the input signal,
2. a multi-step method by iteratively extracting most sensitive parameters and
simplifying the overall system response after each step to maximize extraction
accuracy for all parameters,
3. hardware demonstration of the proposed technique using different combination
of transceiver board and RF test equipment.
The implemented transceiver system model is discussed in next section follow
by detail explanation of the proposed methodology. Simulation results and exper-
imental results, which conducted on different hardware platforms are presented in
detail next. Experimental results indicate IIP3 can be extracted with 0.6 dB maxi-
mum error while phase mismatch and gain mismatch can be extracted with 0.3 degree
and 0.6% maximum error.
3.1.1 Modeling
In order to extract the internal parameters, first, a complete system model has to be
constructed that includes all the parameters of interest as well as other parameters
that affect the input-output behavior.
3.1.2 Parameter De-embedding
It is generally thought that similar parameters of blocks cascaded in a path cannot
be de-embedded from one another. As an example, consider the blocks A and B,
cascaded in a path through an attenuator k, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (a). The
only controllability point is x(t) and the only observability point is z(t). For a two-
tone input signal, a simplified version of the output response is demonstrated in Fig.
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Figure 3.1: De-embedding parameters of two blocks cascaded in a path.
3.1 (b). Using this information, if only the complete gain from the input point to
the output point is measured, the gains of blocks A and B cannot be determined
since this gain is the product of individual gains (a1 · b1). Similarly, if only the path
IIP3 is measured, individual IIP3 parameters of blocks A and B cannot determined.
However, if the complete input-output behavior is expanded, It is observed that:
z(t) = c1 · x+ c2 · x3 + c3 · x5 + c4 · x7 (3.1)
c1 = k · a1 · b1
c2 = k
3 · a31 · b3 + k · a3 · b1
c3 = 3k
3 · a21 · a3 · b3
c4 = 3k
3 · a1 · a3 · b3
If sufficient diversity is introduced into the input variable x(t), then the coef-
ficients, i.e., ci’s for i=1, .., 4 in z(t) can be determined as they depend on the input
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signal with differing powers. This is thanks to the non-linear behavior of two blocks.
Moreover, since each ci is a non-linear function of internal parameters, if the number
of distinct coefficients, ci, is equal to or larger than the number of unknowns, and
there are no linear dependencies, then there is a solution that can be determined
through numerical techniques. This simple example demonstrates that under certain
conditions, parameters of two blocks cascaded in a path can be de-embedded even if
only primary inputs and outputs are available.
3.1.2.1 Complete System Model
The system model is similar to the one used in [15, 42, 43], as shown in Fig. 3.2. The
attenuator is an external component that is necessary to bring the PA output within
LNA range. The set of parameters included in the model are:
Linear Parameters
DC offsets DCI , DCQ
Baseband time skew τTX , τRX
Loop-around attenuation k
Loop-around delay tD
Gain mismatch gTX , gRX
Phase Mismatch ϕTx, ϕRX
LO frequency and phase offset ωd, γ
Polynomial Parameters
TX polynomial coefficients α1 ... α3
RX polynomial coefficients β1 ... β3
After mathematical manipulations, the complete system model can be orga-
nized into linear and non-linear components:
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IRxlin(t) = 0.5GTxGRx[I(t− td) cos(γ(t))− (1 + gTx)Q(t− τTX − td) sin(ϕTx − γ(t))]
QRxlin(t) = 0.5GTxGRx[−(1 + gRx)I(t− τRX − td) sin(ϕRx + γ(t))
+(1 + gRx)(1 + gTx)Q(t− τTX − τRXtd) cos(ϕTx − ϕRx − γ(t))]
γ(t) = ωdt+ ϕd + ωLOtd
(3.2)
and
IRx(t) = IRxlin(t) ·
5∑
i=0
ci · pi
QRx(t) = QRxlin(t) ·
5∑
i=0
ci · pi
ci = fi(α1, α2, α3β1, β3, k)
p = (I(t− tLPF ) +DCITX)2 + (1 + gTX)2 [Q(t− τTX − tLPF ) +DCQTX ]2 −
2 [I(t− tLPF ) +DCITX ] [Q(t− τTX − tLPF ) +DCQTX ] sin(φTX) (3.3)
where f ′is are non-linear functions.
3.1.3 Multi-Step Extraction and Test Signal Design
As described in the previous sections, various parameters may have differing degrees
of sensitivity depending on the input signal. Test signals can be crafted in such a way
to increase the sensitivity of a group of parameters. In this fashion, all parameters
can be extracted using the same set-up with a small number of test vectors.
3.1.3.1 Test Signals
WiMax frames are used as test input signals. The average power level of each frame is
adjusted by the gain of the transmitter path. Each frame is 100.8us in duration and
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Figure 3.2: RF Transceiver system model that is used in simulations, derivations, and
measurements.
it is sampled at 80MHz baseband rate. This rate is used since it matches the internal
sampling rate of the experimental set-up. A pseudo-random bit stream is used as the
input and the modulation scheme set to QAM-64 to allow highest amplitude diversity.
In order to determine which parameters can be de-embedded and under what
conditions, the complete input-output behavior has to be analyzed. The linear terms
of the output signal components (IRxlin(t) and QRxlin(t)) suggest that although there
are 10 unknowns and only four coefficients, the time-dependent nature of some of
the unknowns (e.g. γ) introduce sufficient diversity to break linear dependencies. As
such, the best de-embedding accuracy can be obtained when the input power levels
are low and the system response is dominated by its linear component. It is also
observe that there are six non-linear coefficients (ci) in the overall system response
and the second order non-linearity of the LNA does not appear in the overall equation.
This is due to the fact that the second order distortion of the LNA causes out-of-band
frequency components which are then filtered out by the low-pass filter at the end of
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the receive chain. As a result, the second order non-linearity coefficient of the LNA
cannot be extracted using the input-output relation for this system model. The even-
order non-linearity coefficients of the transmitter, on the other hand, appear in the
input-output relation due to the fact that they are also subject to non-linear behavior
of the LNA.
Further analysis of the system response reveals the following points:
• Coefficients that depend on the higher orders of the signal power have dimin-
ishing effect on the overall behavior since the signal power will be limited due
to practical input-range limitations of the PA and the LNA. As a result, the
analysis is limited to coefficients that depend on the signal power with third or
less degree. This limit has been chosen based on the observation of the system
behavior on the spectrum analyzer and identifying intermodulation products
that are above the noise level.
• With the above mentioned restriction, there are 6 non-linearity coefficients,
and 4 unknowns, which correspond to odd-order coefficients of the transmit
and receive paths. As a result, it is an over-specified system of equations, that
can be solved using least squares techniques.
Based on this analysis, a multi-step parameter extraction process is developed,
where the power levels are adjusted to emphasize the effect of certain parameters on
the system response.
3.1.3.2 Norm Analysis
For a given set of internal parameters, the system equations (equation 3.3) represent
the approximated behavior (yapprox), whereas measurements at the output of the
transceiver chain represents the observed behavior (yobs) of the system. Once the test
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signals are developed and the models are constructed, a non-linear solver is used to
extract the parameters. Any solution provided by the non-linear solver will result in
a sum-of-square difference (norm) between the two behaviors:
Ynorm =
N∑
n=1
(yapprox(nTs)− yobs(nTs))2 (3.4)
where Ts is the baseband sampling frequency and N is the number of baseband
samples. Due to noise as well as numerical errors, there is baseline minimum to
this norm which depends on the test signal. The baseline norm will be used for two
purposes:
• Test signal evaluation: The baseline norms of various randomly generated
frames can be compared to select a set that provides better results.
• Parameter sensitivity analysis: While theoretically, all the system pa-
rameters of interest can be extracted, some are prone to higher errors due to
interference from noise and errors in the extraction of other system parameters.
This is due to the fact that the norm is not equally sensitive to all parameters.
For a given parameter, a sensitivity analysis can be conducted on the norm to
determine whether the extraction results can be relied upon. If the sensitivity of
the norm is not sufficient, then a multi-step approach to parameter extraction,
as It is explained in the next section, is necessary.
3.1.3.3 Setting Power Levels For Multi-Step Parameter Extraction
Various parameters of the system have differing degrees of effect on the system re-
sponse depending on the input signal power. In order to obtain the best extraction
accuracy, signal powers at various levels can be used to extract a subset of param-
eters at a time. The results can be used to define a more compact system response
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Figure 3.3: Extraction accuracy of TX phase mismatch and RX third order non-
linearity coefficient with respect to different TX input signal power levels.
to extract the remaining parameters. It is already determined that linear parameters
have the most impact on the norm when signal power levels are low. However, using
a too low signal power would incur accuracy loss due to noise and numerical errors.
Fig. 3.3 demonstrates this effect for two parameters: transmitter phase mismatch
and receiver third order non-linearity coefficient. At very low signal power levels, the
extraction accuracy of both parameters suffers due to interference from noise. As the
power level is increased the phase mismatch parameter can be extracted with very
good accuracy. However at this optimum point, the third order response from the
receiver does not affect the output response much, resulting in poor extraction accu-
racy for that parameter. As power level is increased further, the extraction accuracy
of the phase mismatch degrades whereas the extraction accuracy for the third order
coefficient improves. Based on this observation, it is decided that the phase mismatch
parameter should be extracted by using an input power between -45dBm and -21dBm
and the third order coefficient is extracted with higher power levels.
However, even at higher power levels, there is still interference from linear
parameters that are now extracted with poorer accuracy. Therefore, it is best to
first extract the linear parameters and update the system response to enable more
accurate extraction of the transceiver polynomial coefficients. This observation is the
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motivation behind the multi-step extraction methodology. During the test develop-
ment process, it needs to be determined which parameters will be extracted in each
step as well as the power levels at which extraction accuracy is highest. Fig. 3.4
illustrates the methodology for determining the steps of the extraction process. It is
started with the full set of parameters to be extracted. First, the sensitivity of the
system response function norm to each of the parameters at various power levels is
analyzed. Next, the parameters are grouped with respect to their sensitivity and at
which power levels they show the highest sensitivity. The parameters with highest
sensitivity will be extracted in the first step. Also the best input power level for the
extraction of these parameters is determined by evaluating their extraction accuracy
at various power levels. After the extraction of the first set of parameters, the system
response function is simplified by eliminating them from the set of unknowns, and
the process continues until all parameters are included in the extracted list.
Determining the steps in parameter extraction is an off-line process. Thus, it
does not reside on the critical path during production testing. However, as the number
of steps increases, so does the test time since each step needs to be completed before
the next step can begin. Thus, there is an incentive to group as many parameters
as possible for a single-step extraction. It is experimentally determined that for a
variety of parameter values, the best extraction accuracy is obtained with a two-step
process wherein the linear impairments are extracted first with lower power levels,
non-linear coefficients are extracted in the next step with power levels. Each step
requires several randomly generated frames for averaging purposes. Next, test time
and accuracy trade-offs are demonstrated.
Note that determining the parameter extraction steps and the optimum power
levels requires some knowledge of the parameter space. While the values of internal
parameters are unknown prior to testing, bench measurements and/or characteriza-
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Figure 3.5: Aggregate RMS errors in parameter extraction as the results of multiple
frames are averaged.
tion data can be used to define a coarse approximation. The effect of this incomplete
information is demonstrated in hardware measurements. If the system is severely out-
of specification, the determined power levels may not be optimum. However, in such
cases the solver typically converges to the bounds and they can easily be identified.
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3.1.3.4 Application of Multiple Frames
There are two reasons for the need to apply multiple frames during testing. First,
based on environmental conditions, such as noise, and the random nature of the
signal frames, the solver may not converge or converge to the bounds. Consistency
in such behavior indicates that the system is severely out of specification. To be
sure that no singularities are caused by the input signal, another frame should be
applied. Second, the extraction accuracy using one frame may be poor; application
of multiple frames would increase the accuracy. Fig. 3.5 illustrates this effect for 4
random combinations of system parameters. The Y-axis is the aggregate RMS error
(RMSagg) over all parameters of interest:
RMSagg =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
(pinjected − pextracted)2
p2injected
× 100 (3.5)
where pinjected are the injected parameters, pextracted are the parameters extracted
through the proposed technique, and N is the number of extracted parameters. The
injected parameters used in Fig. 3.5 are given in Table 3.1. It is clear from Fig. 3.5
that averaging over multiple frames is advantageous. However, there is typically a
diminishing return; after a few frames, the errors do not improve. In the experimental
Table 3.1: Injected parameters for the four cases in Fig. 3.5.
Case ΦTX ΦRX gTX gRX α1 α3 β1 β3
(◦) (◦) (V −2) (V −2)
1 3 -2 0.3 0.15 5 -5.3 3.5 -11.9
2 4 1 0.2 -0.15 4 -6.7 4.5 -7.5
3 2 -4 0.25 -0.1 10 -42.2 2.2 -23.8
4 3 -1 0.1 -0.15 14 -29.9 2.2 -15.0
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Table 3.2: RMS extraction accuracy for linear and non-linearity parameters.
Parameter Min. Injected Max. Injected Max RMS Error
DCI -150mV 150mV 0.4mV
DCQ -150mV 150mV 0.8mV
gRX -20% 20% 3%
gTX -20% 20% 4%
φRX −8◦ 8◦ 0.2◦
φTX −8◦ 8◦ 0.3◦
τRX 0ns 10ns 3ns
τTX 0ns 10ns 0.2ns
IIP3RX 6dBm 12dBm 0.6dB
IIP3TX 8dBm 15dBm 0.5dB
results, 5 frames are used for application. After dropping the results of frames where
non-convergence is detected, the results of the remaining frames are averaged.
3.1.4 Simulation-based Results
Two methods are used to evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed multi-
step parameter extraction technique. First, the MATLAB system model is used to
analyze the extraction error for all parameters of interest. Next, measurements are
conducted on different hardware platforms to verify the robustness of the method.
First the accuracy of the multi-step extraction approach is comprehensively
evaluated using MATLAB simulations. The system model is shown in Fig. 3.2. In
addition to the parameters shown in the figure, delays of the components in the paths
are included as parameters. For the extraction process, the search space is set to cover
a wide range of impairment values, as shown in Table 3.2. The input power levels
for each extraction step are determined based on the polynomial coefficients. Since
this information is typically unknown, the power levels are set at the mid-point of
the search space. Thus, in determining the power levels, the TX IIP3 is set to 11.5
dBm and the RX IIP3 is set to 9dBm.
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First the extraction accuracy is analyzed for the proposed technique. In order
to ensure that parameters that fall within the search space can be extracted with
high accuracy, the parameters in Table 3.2 are randomly sampled within their search
space. forty uniform samples are taken for each parameter by varying all parameters
at once. To analyze whether parameters that fall close to the search space boundaries
are subject to higher errors, the search space is divided into four equal regions, yielding
10 samples per region per parameter. For each parameter, the RMS extraction error
is determined. Table 3.2 shows the maximum RMS errors associated with each
parameter. Fig. 3.6 shows the RMS error for transmitter gain mismatch and receiver
IIP3. It is observed that the accuracy does not depend on where the parameter falls
within the search space. This indicates that even though the power levels are set
based on incomplete information, the accuracy can still be good. In the next section,
this effect is quantified in more detail for the measurement results.
In each of the cases in Table 3.2, the parameters were injected within the
specified bounds. When the injected parameter is outside the specified bounds, the
solver either converges to the bounds or the resulting function norm is too high. As
a result, such cases can easily be identified and new bounds can be determined.
3.1.5 Measurement Results
In this section, measurement results are presented for various combinations of transceivers.
Four testers (serving as transmitter or receiver), a commercial power amplifier, and
two commercial transceivers are used. All of these set ups are being used to confirm
the accuracy of the proposed method under different conditions. The experiments
are set-up as follows:
• Set-up #1: RF tester followed by a commercial power amplifier as the trans-
mitter and another RF tester as receiver.
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Figure 3.6: RMS extraction accuracy for linear and non-linear parameters in various
regions of injection.
• Set-up #2: A commercial transmitter and a vector signal analyzer as receiver.
• Set-up #3: A parameterizable vector signal analyzer as the transmitter and a
commercial receiver.
• Set-up #4: A commercial transmitter and a commercial receiver.
3.1.5.1 Set-Up #1
In this section, measurement results on a transceiver that is constructed using two RF
testers (LitePoint IQnxnplus) 1 and a commercial CMOS power amplifier [69] designed
for WiMAX application as it is shown in Fig. 3.7 is presented. A linear attenuator
is used between the PA and the receiver to bring the power levels to within range for
the tester. The goal of this experiment is to extract the nonlinearity parameters of
the two complete paths: the transmitter, which includes the PA, and the receiver.
1Testers are donated by LitePoint Corp.
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Figure 3.7: Set-up #1.
In these experiments, testers are highly calibrated, thus present no linear im-
pairments. Also traditional measurements are conducted using a two-tone input stim-
ulus and a spectrum analyzer to measure the IIP3 of both paths. Comparison of two
techniques is provided in Table 3.3. First, by knowing the polynomial coefficients
through traditional measurements, the optimum power levels are set for the TX and
RX inputs. This corresponds to the best case of accuracy based on power levels. Since
in reality this information would not be available, then the power levels are increased
and decreased to compare the accuracy results. An 8-dB range is spanned for the TX
input power and leave the attenuation amount unchanged. The results are obtained
by averaging the results of 5 frames, and using the 2-step extraction process.
Table 3.3 indicates that the gain and IIP3 of both the transmitter and the
receiver can be extracted with excellent accuracy even for cases when the power level
deviates from the determined optimum. Thus, having a coarse approximate for the
non-linearity parameters suffices in setting the optimum power levels.
In order to determine whether multiple frames are required, the progression
of the aggregate RMS error over the number of averaged frames is analyzed. This
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Table 3.3: Set-Up #1 extraction results
Parameter Traditional Extraction Error
O
P
Gain (TX) 16.5dB 16.4dB 0.1dB
IIP3 (TX) 10dBm 9.7dBm 0.3dB
Gain (RX) 15.9dB 16.7dB 0.8dB
IIP3 (RX) 37.8dB 37.3dB 0.5dB
O
P
-3
d
B Gain (TX) 16.5dB 16.7dB 0.2dB
IIP3 (TX) 10dBm 11.1Bm 1.1dB
Gain (RX) 15.9dB 16.5dB 0.6dB
IIP3 (RX) 37.8dB 37.3dB 0.5dB
O
P
+
3d
B Gain (TX) 16.5dB 16.7dB 0.2dB
IIP3 (TX) 10dBm 10.1Bm 0.1dB
Gain (RX) 15.9dB 16.7dB 0.8dB
IIP3 (RX) 37.8dB 37.7dB 0.1dB
O
P
+
5d
B Gain (TX) 16.5dB 16.9dB 0.4dB
IIP3 (TX) 10dBm 10.9Bm 0.9dB
Gain (RX) 15.9dB 16.5dB 0.6dB
IIP3 (RX) 37.8dB 38.1dB 0.3dB
effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.8. For the power level that corresponds to 3dB below the
determined optimum, the results of two frames were dropped due to non-convergence.
For the other power levels, all five frames are used in the average. The figure illustrates
that there is a need for averaging over multiple frames, especially when the parameter
values are far off from their bench measurements (i.e. optimum power levels do not
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Figure 3.8: Sum of extraction errors in the measurements as a function of number of
frames used for results averaging.
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match the ones determined during test development). The number of frames to be
used for measurements can be decided dynamically during production testing, in cases
of non-convergence or inconsistent results, more frames can be used whereas results
are consistent, a smaller number of frames can be used.
3.1.5.2 Set-Up #2
Traditional measurements are conducted using spectrum analyzer and continuous
wave measurements. It is clear that the proposed extraction technique provides ex-
cellent accuracy for these parameters. Somewhat larger, but acceptable errors in
measuring IIP3 stems from the fact that the tester is highly linear, which impedes
the decoupling process. Fig. 3.9 shows the measurement set-up. Table 3.4 shows the
transmitter and receiver parameters. The tester is highly linear, thus the IIP3 is not
reported.
3.1.5.3 Set-Up #3
Fig. 3.10 shows the experimental set-up #3. The tester used in this case is param-
eterizable allowing for the injection of non-idealities in the transmit path as well.
Extraction results are presented in Table 3.5. It is clear that the extraction accuracy
Figure 3.9: Set-Up #2.
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Table 3.4: Set-Up #2 extraction results
Parameter Measured Extracted Error
TX Phase MM −1.6◦ −1.7◦ 0.1◦
TX Gain MM 0.015dB 0.07dB 0.6%
RX Phase MM 0◦ 0.1◦ 0.1◦
RX Gain MM 0dB 0dB 0%
TXIIP3 2.9dBm 3.54dBm 0.64dB
Table 3.5: Set-Up #3 extraction results
Parameter Measured Extracted Error
TX Phase MM −2◦ −1.8◦ 0.2◦
TX Gain MM 0.7dB 0.7dB 0%
RX Phase MM −2.4◦ −2.4◦ 0◦
RX Gain MM 0.03dB 0.04dB 0.11%
TXIIP3 2.9dBm 2.6dBm 0.3dB
RXIIP3 1.4dB 1.4dB 0dB
DCI 1.15V 1.15V 0V
DCQ 1.16V 1.16V 0V
is even better than the two paths include non-idealities. Maximum extraction errors
are well within acceptable limits.
Figure 3.10: Set-up #3.
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3.1.5.4 Set-Up #4
Fig. 3.11 shows the set-up where two commercial transceivers are placed in loop-
around mode. Extraction results are shown in Table 3.6. Here an attenuator is used
at the output of transmitter to have signal power in the input power range of receiver.
Similarly, parameters of interest can be extracted with excellent accuracy.
As shown in the measurement results tables, maximum error of 0.6dB is
achieved for IIP3 extraction (Table 3.4), 0.3 degree error for phase mismatch (Ta-
ble 3.6) and 0.6% error for gain mismatch (Table 3.4). These various experiments
show that the proposed technique achieves accurate measurement of system parame-
ters using a single loop-around connection with only 3-5 WiMAX frames.
3.1.6 Test Time Analysis
The OFDM frames used as modulated test signals have a duration of 100μs. However,
capturing input-output information is only a minor component of the test process.
The majority of the test time is devoted to the parameter extraction process, partic-
Figure 3.11: Set-Up #4.
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Table 3.6: Set-Up #4 extraction results
Parameter Measured Extracted Error
TX Phase MM −1.6◦ −1.6◦ 0◦
TX Gain MM 0dB 0dB 0%
RX Phase MM −2.4◦ −2.1◦ 0.3◦
RX Gain MM 0.035dB 0.035dB 0%
TXIIP3 2.9dBm 2.6dBm 0.3dB
RXIIP3 1.4dB 1.7dB 0.3dB
DCI 1.15V 1.15V 0V
DCQ 1.16V 1.17V 0.01V
ularly the first step, where the system behavior is more complex. It is determined
that this step takes on the average 160ms per frame. Subsequent solver steps add
smaller overheads (30ms and 10ms each). Note that data collection and data pro-
cessing steps can be pipelined. As such, the overall test time is dominated by the
solver time. The overall average solver time is 200ms. These times are determined
by running MATLAB on a personal computer (2.4GHz CPU). Since several frame
results have to be averaged to attain good accuracy, test time is linearly dependent
on the number of frames used for averaging. For the 5-frame average that is used for
the measurement results, the average test time is 1s. Note that with the proposed
technique, all of this testing can be done using a low-frequency digital interface and
the processing time can be pipelined with other tests conducted on the part.
3.2 Zero-overhead Analytical Technique for Characterization and Calibration of
RF Transceivers
In this section a self-test method for RF transceivers is presented to determine IQ
imbalance, DC offsets, time skews, IIP3, IIP5, AM/AM, and AM/PM distortion
with no hardware overhead. The determined parameters can be used for digital
calibration, which greatly enhances reliability and yield by widening the tolerance
of the parameters. It is shown that by using the proposed digital pre-distortion
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approach, the EVM of the transmitter can be reduced considerably. Particularly, it
is shown through hardware measurements that the target performance parameters
can be determined accurately and the EVM can be reduced more than five fold to
bring it within the acceptable range. This reduction would enable both higher yield
since even highly impaired systems become usable and increase product lifetime since
compensation can be performed for in-field degradation.
The proposed work requires only an attenuator between the RX and TX paths.
This attenuator can be placed either on-chip or on the board. Since any parameter
of the attenuator is unknown (e.g its gain or delay), parametric degradation of the
attenuator is immaterial. Hence, this self test and calibration approach is a zero
overhead test solution. The analysis is done through the loop-back set-up over two
frames, each of which is 200us in duration. The subsequent computation takes less
than 10ms on a simple processor. The test time is negligible compared to switching
and settling times of the sources and switches in a tester environment.
Fig. 3.12 shows the information flow of the proposed technique. During the
measurement phase, the device is not actively communicating and signals generated
by the on-chip DSP are used to derive the transmitter input. Received signals are
analyzed by the DSP to compute target parameters, which include I/Q mismatch
and non-linear complex coefficients. These parameters are saved in the memory.
During the normal operation phase, the saved parameters are used for pre- or post-
distortion to calibrate for impairments. The measurement process can be repeated
periodically or upon power up , while calibration is conducted for each frame. The self
calibration technique enables the manufacturer to widen the test acceptance limits
for the calibrated parameters while still satisfying the EVM requirements.
In order to show the importance of characterizing the linear and non-linear
imperfections of the transceivers, a discussion on the effect of these parameters on the
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Figure 3.12: Proposed technique block diagram
transmitters performance is presented in the section 3.2.1. Next, the system model
and designed test signal is discussed. The analytical solution for linear parameters,
simulation and measurement results are presented next. The discussion on non-linear
parameters is presented in section 3.2.5 which is followed by the proposed calibration
method explanation. The simulation and measurement results for a complete solution
of linear and non-linear parameters are presented in section 3.2.8 and 3.2.9.
3.2.1 IQ mismatch and non-linearity effect on transmitter performance
IQ imbalance and non-linearity are the most detrimental imperfections in transmitter
performance. Here the captured QAM symbols for a WLAN system is presented in the
presence of different set of impairments for the transmitter while a a golden receiver
is used for signal down conversion. Fig. 3.13(a) shows the received symbols (dots) in
presence of IQ mismatch (g = 20%, θ = 5◦) which results in 10.9% EVM. In OFDM
systems, in presence of IQ imbalance, the information on each sub-carrier is effected
by the symmetric sub-carrier.
Fig. 3.13(b) shows the captured QAM symbols for a WLAN system in presence
of non-linearity in the path. The non-linearity is modeled as a 3rd order polynomial
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Figure 3.13: Received symbols in presence of (a) IQ imbalance, (b) non-linearity
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Figure 3.14: Received symbols in presence of IQ imbalance and non-linearity
model for the PA. Here the PA IIP3 is 8dB while the PA input power is 8.2dBm.
The EVM for this system is 13.5% which is the result of gain compression and inter
carrier interference (ICI). In Fig. 3.14, both IQ imbalance (g = 20%, θ = 5◦) and non-
linearity (IIP3 = 8dBm, PA input power = -8.4dBm ) are presented in the transmitter
path. The EVM under the WLAN standard for this system is 16.2%, while the EVM
limit for this standard is below 5%. Thus, it is important to measure these system
impairments, especially IQ imbalance and DC offsets which can be compensated
digitally to improve the device performance. These results can be used in improving
the yield by widening the pass/fail boundaries for these imperfections.
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3.2.2 System model
As it is discussed before, loop-back is a desirable test set-up as it is simple and all the
data analysis is done in the baseband and in most of the designs, this mode is already
enabled. Unfortunately, computation of these parameters from only the baseband
response of the device under test (DUT) is challenging due to complex interactions
among different parameters. In order to facilitate this computation, it is necessary to
(a) develop a relation between the observable signals and the target parameters and,
(b) determine test signals where these relations can be broken down and analyzed
with ease.
Fig. 3.15 shows the system model that is used for the analysis. The system
model includes all the target linear and non-linear parameters: TX and RX gain im-
balance (gtx, grx), TX and RX phase mismatch (ϕtx, ϕrx), TX and RX time skews
(τdtx, τdrx) and TX and RX DC offsets (DCItx, DCQtx,DCItx, DCQtx) as well as
non-linear impairments of power amplifier (PA) (a1,a3,a5). In addition to the de-
sired characterization parameters delay parameters are included in the system model:
loop-back time delay (td), time delay between the TX and RX LO paths (τdLO) and
baseband delays (τtx, τrx). Although these are the target parameters, the difference
between the two RF delays will have a large impact on the output signal ampli-
tude. Later, the dependency will be eliminated by using multiple measurements. A
programmable delay component is included in the loop-back path to generate the
diversity that is needed to form linearly independent equations.
Moreover since in-field measurements are the goal, knowledge of the parame-
ters of the loop-back connection are not reliable as they would be unknown in this
type of application. Hence, a new solution is necessary even for the linear parameters.
Table 3.7 describes the notation used for all the parameters.
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Figure 3.15: Transceiver system block diagram
Table 3.7: Variable definition
Parameters
Gain mismatch gtx , grx
Phase Mismatch ϕtx, ϕrx
TX DC offsets DCItx, DCQtx
RX DC offsets DCIrx, DCQrx
Baseband time skew τdtx, τdrx
Baseband delay τtx, τrx
Loop-around delay td
LO frequency and delay ωc, τdLO
PA coefficients a1,a3,a5
Baseband gain GTX ,GRX
Attenuation K
3.2.3 Test signal design
The effect of non-linearity in a transceiver depends on the input power. Adjusting the
input power reasonably lower than 1dB compression point, the transceiver behaves as
a linear system. Therefore, it is a valid assumption that even a switch mode, highly
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non-linear class-E PA behaves like a linear amplifier [70], for the ease of analyzing
the reciever output and design a test signal.
Assuming the PA and LNA linear and deriving the input output relation of
the system model in Fig. 3.15, the baseband receiver outputs can be expressed as
Eqn. (3.6) and Eqn. (3.7). It is clear that there exists complex interactions between
I and Q arms as well as all target parameters.
Iout(t) =
GTXGRX
2K
[I(t− td − τtx − τrx) cos(ωc(td − τdLO))
+(1 + gtx)Q(t− td − τdtx − τtx − τrx − τdrx) sin(ωc(td − τdLO)− ϕtx)]
(3.6)
Qout(t) =
GTXGRX
2K
(1 + grx)[−I(t− td − τtx − τrx) sin(ωc(td − τdLO) + ϕrx)
+(1 + gtx)Q(t− td − τdtx − τtx − τrx − τdrx) cos(ωc(td − τdLO) + ϕrx− ϕtx)]
(3.7)
From Eqn. (3.6) and Eqn. (3.7) it is clear that both I and Q input signals
reflect to either output. One way of separating the response to I arm input from the
response to the Q arm input is to place information on different frequencies. Since this
would complicate the analysis, the time domain separation is chosen where a dynamic
signal is applied to one arm at a given time. Thus, if the dynamic signal term, Q(t),
is eliminated from the baseband TX input, the dynamic signals at the output of the
RX chain only depend on the I(t) input and a limited number of impairments. The
DC term and all the baseband delay terms can be separated out by analyzing the
amplitude of these outputs. Similarly, when I(t) is eliminated, the resulting sinusoidal
output signal amplitude is a factor of a different set of impairments and the input
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signal amplitude Q(t). Based on this observation, first a sequence of input signals is
defined:
I(t) = IDC + AI sin(wbbt).(u(t)− u(t− T ))
Q(t) = QDC + AQ sin(wbbt).(u(t− T )) (3.8)
Fig. 3.16(a) shows the time domain I and Q inputs. The key is to not overlap
the sinusoidal components of the I and Q inputs. Note that u(t) is the unit step
function, while IDC and QDC are not part of the applied input signal but are an
artefact of the system. Thus, they are impairment parameters that are going to be
extracted.
At the output, the Iout(t) and Qout(t) are divided in the time domain into two
parts: one part when I(t) has a sinusoidal component and one part where Q(t) has a
sinusoidal component. These two parts are analyzed separately. In order to proceed,
let us define some of the measured signal amplitudes.
Iout(t) = IoutI .(u(t)− u(t− T )) sin(wbbt+ τ1)
+IoutQ .(u(t− T − τ2)) sin(wbb(t+ T ) + IoutDC
Qout(t) = QoutI .(u(t)− u(t− T )) sin(wbbt+ τ3)
+QoutQ .(u(t− T − τ4)) sin(wbb(t+ T ) + τ4) +QoutDC (3.9)
Where τ1,τ2,τ3 and τ4 are overall baseband delays from Eqn. (3.6) and (3.7).
Since signals are decoupled in time domain, the amplitudes IoutI , IoutQ , QoutI ,
QoutQ , IoutDC , QoutDC can be measured directly by analyzing the time domain sequence
for 0 < t < T and T < t < 2T where 2T represents the overall signal observation
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(a)Input
IoutI(t) IoutQ(t)
Q t Q(t)
(b)Loopback1
QoutI(t) ou 
IoutI(t) IoutQ(t)
QoutI(t) QoutQ(t)
(C)Loopback2
Figure 3.16: Device response to designed test signal in two loop-back set-up. (a) Test
Signal, (b) Loop-back ϕ1, (c) Loop-back ϕ2
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window. Fig. 3.16(b) shows the output signals based on the defined inputs. Note that
both Iout(t) and Qout(t) have dynamic components for the entire excitation duration
0 < t < 2T . This is due to the fact that RF and LO signals are not fully synchronized
as will be the case for any loop-back connection. Thus, one source of the crosstalk
between I and Q is due to the lack of synchronization. Another source of this crosstalk
is due to IQ imbalances which is discussed in more detail in the next section.
Using the designed test signal, the cross-talk effect of the other arm is sup-
pressed. Cross-talk exists in the system in presence of non-linearity as well. Thus,
the same test signal with higher power can be used to excite the non-linearity of the
system to determine complex coefficients. In the same frame, both a low amplitude
and a high amplitude signal have to applied. Placing the two signals into the same
frame ensures that all RF signals are defined with respect to the same time base.
Hence, the phase relations are preserved in the RF domain as well as in the baseband
domain. Even though there is no RF signal analysis, preserving the phase relation
is necessary to minimize the number of variables. Fig. 3.17 shows the defined test
signal which can easily be generated by on-chip digital resources (e.g. the DSP).
By dividing the test signal into two phases and exciting one arm at the time with a
simple sinusoidal, the output response is decoupled to different time intervals and the
analysis is much simpler compared with a modulated signal. Note that, the complete
capture window (2T ) for this test signal can fit within one frame duration for any
given standard. Thus, there is no need to keep the TX or RX active for the extended
period of time and the test capture time is in mere microseconds
3.2.4 Computation of linear parameters
Non-linearities in the receive and transmit paths can be ignored by using signal ampli-
tudes well below the 1dB compression points of both paths[51]. For linear parameter
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Figure 3.17: Test signal
computation, the system can be assumed linear as in Eqn. (3.6) and (3.7). Note
that the linear gains in the path are inseparable. Therefore, G is determined as
Eqn. (3.10). In addition, the effect of the delays reflect as a phase shift in the RF
signal. Including the low power and the high power test signals in the same frame,
ensures that this phase difference is the same for both time periods. Thus, the effect
of the time delay is combined into one variable as Eqn. (3.11) shows.
G =
GTXGRX
2K
(3.10)
φ = ωc(td − τdLO) (3.11)
Using the specialized test signal, the system response can be divided into four
sections, each of which has a distinct dependency on system variables. Eqn. (3.12)
shows the amplitude of the system response which is a single tone for each section.
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AIinIout means the amplitude of the I arm output signal in the first phase which Itx
carries a single tone and Qtx is zero. Here Ain is the amplitude of test signal.
AIinIout = AinG cos(φ)
AQinIout = AinG(1 + gtx) sin(φ− ϕtx)
DCQinIout = DCQtxG(1 + gtx) sin(φ− ϕtx) +DCItxGcos(φ) +DCIrx
IoutDC = GDCQtx(1 + gtx)sin(ϕ− ϕtx) +GDCItxcos(ϕ) +DCIrx
AIinQout = AinG(1 + grx) sin(φ+ ϕrx)
AQinQout = AinG(1 + gtx)(1 + grx) cos(φ+ ϕrx − ϕtx)
DCQinQout = DCQtxG(1 + gtx)(1 + grx) cos(φ− ϕtx + ϕtx)
−GDCItx(1 + grx) sin(φ+ ϕrx) +DCQrx (3.12)
The amplitude of each section in the frame can be obtained by taking the FFT
of the appropriate section. This will eliminate the effects of any undesired effects such
as noise. Here, there are 6 distinct measurements that can be conducted, whereas the
number of unknowns is 9, excluding the time skews (to be addressed later). Thus, one
measurement cycle invariably results in linearly dependent equations. There are two
solutions to this issue. First, a programmable delay can be employed in the loop-back
path and two consecutive measurements can be conducted with two different delay
values. Note that a change in delay in the RF loop-back path is adequate to generate
this diversity. Second, two consecutive frames with different random phase shifts can
be applied, which naturally occur in the system due to delay differentials which are
used here. The change in the phase will change all the amplitude terms in Eqn. (3.12)
as it is shown in Fig. 3.16(b) and (c). With the second set of measurements, there are
12 measurements and 9 unknowns, which makes the system solvable. By re-arranging
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and manipulating the terms, the unknowns can be explicitly computed in a step-by
step fashion.
Using 8 equations, ratio based equations as in Eqn. (3.13) can be used to solve
for the unknowns. Substituting the amplitude relations, there are 4 equations and
4 unknowns that can be solved. In this case, there is no need to characterize the
loop-back connection.
AIinIout1
AIinIout2
=
cos(φ1)
cos(φ2)
= Q
AQinIout1
AQinIout2
=
sin(φ1 − ϕtx)
sin(φ2 − ϕtx) = R
AIinQout1
AIinQout2
=
sin(φ1 + ϕrx)
sin(φ2 + ϕrx)
= S
AQinQout1
AQinQout2
=
sin(φ1 + ϕrx − ϕtx)
sin(φ2 + ϕrx − ϕtx) = T (3.13)
Where φ1 and φ2 are the phase shifts in the response due to the delays in the RF path
for the first and second measurements. The right side of the equations are known by
taking the FFT of the RX output. Having ϕtx and ϕrx, path gain as well as gain
mismatch for the transmitter and the receiver can be computed as in Eqn. (3.14)
G =
AIinIout
Ain cos(φ)
gtx =
AQinIout
AinG sin(φ− ϕtx) − 1
grx =
AIinQout
AinG sin(φ+ ϕrx)
− 1 (3.14)
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3.2.4.1 DC offset calculation
From Eqn. (3.12), it is clear that the DC offsets are functions of the mismatches
that are calculated so far and the measured DC offsets at the output. Using the 4
measured DC offsets and the values of the mismatches obtained in the previous steps,
a system of four linearly independent equations of the form of Eqn. (3.15) can be
obtained.
DCIinIout1 = a1DCQtx + a2DCItx +DCIrx
DCIinIout2 = a3DCQtx + a4DCItx +DCIrx
DCQinQout1 = b1DCQtx + b2DCItx +DCQrx
DCQinQout2 = b3DCQtx + b4DCItx +DCQrx (3.15)
Solving Eqn. (3.15), all DC offsets can be determined and decoupled.
3.2.4.2 Time Skews calculation
So far, the baseband sinusoidal signals are analyzed in terms of amplitude. The
phases of these signals are a function of delays in the baseband path. If these delays
are measured, the time skews can be calculated simply as the difference between the
I and Q delays as Eqn. (3.16):
τdtx =
arg(IIinout−ϕ1)− arg(QIinout−ϕ1)
2πfbb
τdrx =
arg(IIinout−ϕ1)− arg(IIinout−ϕ1)
2πfbb
(3.16)
Note that this calculation does not require any synchronization between the
RX and the TX side. Any delay that is added during the test period will be added
to both I and Q arms and thus, will not alter τdtx or τdrx computation.
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Parameter RMS error injection limit
TXPhaseMM 0.036
◦ [0◦,5◦]
RXPhaseMM 0.0145
◦ [0◦,5◦]
TXgainMM 0.53% [-20%,20%]
RXgainMM 0.56% [-20%,20%]
Itx −DCoffset 2.2mV [-50mV,50mV]
Qtx −DCoffset 2.1mV [-50mV,50mV]
Irx −DCoffset 10.1mV [-50mV,50mV]
Qrx −DCoffset 8.7mV [-50mV,50mV]
TXTimeSkew 0.011ns [0ns,2ns]
RXTimeSkew 0.0084ns [0ns,2ns]
Table 3.8: Simulation Results - RMS Extraction accuracy
3.2.4.3 Linear Parameters Computation Time
As direct mathematical expressions are used to compute the impairment parameters,
data processing time is dominated by the 128-point FFT that is used to determine
the amplitudes. In order to increase accuracy and reduce errors due to noise, mea-
surements are repeated 5 times and the FFT amplitudes and phase measurements
are averaged. The total test time for this approach to compute all of the linear
impairments is 1.9ms on a 2.4 GHz computer.
3.2.4.4 Linear Parameter Simulation Results
In order to confirm the accuracy of the computation technique, a transceiver system
model (Fig.3.15) is implemented in MATLAB. All impairments are injected at once.
Table. 3.8 shows the impairment injection bounds and the extraction RMS error in
500 Monte Carlo simulations. The sinusoidal test signal frequency is 2.5MHz. As Fig.
3.18 (a) shows, the maximum phase mismatch extraction eror is 0.15◦. The maximum
error for gain mismatch extraction is 4% Fig.3.18 (b). FFT error is the source for
this computation error. The error can be decreased by using higher FFT size.
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(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 3.18: Simulation Results (a)Phase Extraction Error,(b)Gain Extraction Er-
ror,(c)Time skews Extraction Error,(d)TX DC offsets Extraction Error
In the simulations, the amplitudes are determined using a 128 point FFT.
The extraction error is mainly due to FFT accuracy. DC offsets for the RX side have
higher error as they are calculated in the last step and have the accumulated error
from previously calculated parameters.
3.2.4.5 Linear parameter Hardware Measurement Results
In the simulations, the model is used to both generate the output and perform the
calculations. Any modeling error reduces the accuracy of these computations. More-
over, unmodeled effects may invalidate the mathematical formulations. In order to
evaluate the accuracy of the overall model as well as the accuracy of the technique
on a hardware platform, a simple transceiver is formed, as shown in Fig. 3.19 out of
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Table 3.9: Hardware measurement results - case 1
Parameter Actual Computed Error
TXPhaseMM 1
◦ 1.58◦ 0.58◦
RXPhaseMM 2
◦ 1.76◦ 0.24◦
TXgainMM 10% 10.7% 0.7%
RXgainMM 25% 26.7% 1.7%
Irx −DCoffset 20mV 22.6mV 2.6mV
Qrx −DCoffset 15mV 12.5mV 2.5mV
discrete components (Mini-Circuits: Mixer (ZFM−15−S+, Power splitter/combiner
(ZFSC−2−4−S+), 90◦ splitter (ZX10Q−2−3−S+), low pass filter (SBLP−117+)).
The picture of this transceiver is shown in Fig. 3.20.
By using various cables of different length, different delay amounts are gen-
erated. SONY Tektronix AWG520 arbitrary waveform generator is used to generate
the I and Q baseband signals (Fig. 3.16(a)) and Agilent Technologies DSO6104A
oscilloscope to capture the I and Q outputs at the end of the receiver chain. The
LO signal is generated using a signal generator (Agilent E4432B) and is split using
power splitter (Mini-Circuits (ZFSC − 2− 4− S+) to generate all the four required
LO signals.
Fig. 3.21 shows a sample capture signal at the I and Q output. As it is
expected the crosstalk between I and Q arms results in dynamic signal component
at the output even when the corresponding input has no sinusoidal component.
Measurements have been conducted for 3 cases of impairments. The actual
impairment values and extraction results are shown in Tables 3.9, 3.10, 3.11. As these
results show, the analytical computation follows the actual values. Measurements
display slightly higher error due to noise in the system, equipment limitations, and
potential unmodeled behavioral deviations.
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Oscilloscope
90˚Splitter Splitter
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Figure 3.19: Hardware Measurement Block Diagram
 
Figure 3.20: Hardware Measurement Set-up
Table 3.10: Hardware measurement results - case 2
Parameter Actual Computed Error
TXPhaseMM 4
◦ 5.87◦ 1.87◦
RXPhaseMM 2
◦ 1.25◦ 0.75◦
TXgainMM 25% 25% 0%
RXgainMM 15% 16% 1%
Irx −DCoffset -20mV -18mV 2mV
Qrx −DCoffset 10mV 9.4mV 0.6mV
3.2.5 Non-linear modeling of power amplifiers
In the previous section, it is shown that using the loop-back connection, so-called
linear impairments of the transceiver (IQ imbalance, time skews, DC offsets) can be
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Figure 3.21: Measurement Capture Sample
Table 3.11: Hardware measurement results - case 3
Parameter Actual Computed Error
TXPhaseMM 3
◦ 5.43◦ 2.43◦
RXPhaseMM 2
◦ 1◦ 1◦
TXgainMM 30% 29.3% 0.7%
RXgainMM 15% 14.7% 0.3%
Irx −DCoffset -15mV -14.8mV 0.2mV
Qrx −DCoffset 10mV 9.4mV 0.6mV
measured. It is also shown mathematically that a single excitation is not adequate
to determine the parameters, and a programmable delay in the loop-back path to
generate more linearly independent equations is used. Moreover, important non-
linear parameters such as IIP3, IIP5, AM/AM and AM/PM distortion have not
been targeted. Measurement of these parameters requires non-linear modeling with
complex non-linearity coefficients. In this section, first the PA modeling is discussed.
Next, the discussion on challenges and a comprehensive analytical-modeling based
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methodology for on-chip measurement of non-linear parameters of RF transceivers is
provided. As it is discussed in section 3.2.3, the necessary conditions for test signals
are identified to ensure that the response contains adequate information about the
parameters to be measured.
Applying a sinusoidal signal to only one arm of the transmitter results in a
two-tone signal at the PA input. The non-linear model of the PA is a 5th order
complex polynomial as in Eqn. (3.17). This model is a commonly accepted model for
many pre-distortion algorithms [71–73]. Determining the coefficients of this model,
AM/AM and AM/PM distortion, IIP3 and IIP5 of the transmitter can be calculated.
PAout = a1PAin + a3PA
3
in + a5PA
5
in (3.17)
Applying x0(t) = Ain cos(ωmt) to one arm, two tone signal at the PA input is
given as in Eqn. (3.18).
PAin =
Ain
2
[cos((ωc − ωm)t+ θ(t)) + cos((ωc + ωm)t+ θ(t))]
= [x0(t)ejωctejθ(t)] (3.18)
Where θ(t) is the phase shift due to the delays in the path.
As it is studied in the literature [74, 75], the PA output baseband equivalent
signal is shown in Eqn. (3.19). Where N is the maximum order that is included in
the model which in this work is 5.
y(t) =
N∑
k=1
d2k−1 cos((2k − 1)ωmt) (3.19)
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Where d2k−1 is the output complex envelope, which is derived in the literature
[74, 75] and it is given in Eqn. (3.20).
d2k−1 =
N∑
j=k
(
2j−1
j−k
)
4j−1
a2j−1A
2j−1
in (3.20)
3.2.6 Non-linear parameter computation
If the PA operates in non-linear mode, it causes AM/AM and AM/PM distortion.
Basically the same test signal with higher power is used for non-linear parameters
analysis. In this analysis, non-linear effects up to 5th order are modeled although
the proposed technique can be used to model higher orders of non-linearity. The
DUT response is divided into two sections, one for the input signal on I arm and
the other one for the Q arm input. Eqn. (3.21) shows the Iout signal at RX output
in the first phase of the test signal where Itx is a sinusoidal. Here ωm is the input
sinusoidal frequency, and φ1 and φ2 are the signal phase shifts for the first and second
measurements.
IoutItx = Iout,1stItx cos(ωmt+ φ1) + Iout,3rdItx cos(3ωmt+ 3φ1) +
Iout,5thItx cos(5ωmt+ 5φ1) (3.21)
QoutItx = Qout,1stItx cos(ωmt+ φ2) +Qout,3rdItx cos(3ωmt+ 3φ2) +
Qout,5thItx cos(5ωmt+ 5φ2) (3.22)
Due to the non-linearity in the path, the output response includes 3rd and 5th
order harmonics of the input signal. This is also the case for Qout as in Eqn. (3.22). In
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Eqn. (3.21), Iout,1stItx is the amplitude of the first order harmonic. Signal power in each
frequency component can be measured by taking the FFT of the DUT response. The
amplitude of each harmonic is a function of a set of unknowns. Thus, the amplitude
relations can be used to develop a solution for the complex coefficients.
Iout,1stItx =
Aout,1stItx
2
cos(ϕdd,1stItx ) (3.23)
The relation for each frequency location includes Aout,jthin and ϕdd,jthin which
has to be determined. Eqn. (3.23) shows the relation for the amplitude of the first
order component of Iout in the first input phase as an example. Aout,1stItx and ϕdd,1stItx
are given in Eqn. (3.24) and Eqn. (3.25).
Aout,1stItx = |a1AinGTX +
3
4
a3A
3
inG
3
TX +
5
8
a5A
5
inG
5
TX |GRX
(3.24)
ϕdd,1stItx=ωcτdelay + ∠
(
a1AinGTX +
3
4
a3A
3
inG
3
TX +
5
8
a5A
5
inG
5
TX
)
(3.25)
In order to determine the non-linear coefficients, ϕdd,jthin have to be evaluated.
In Eqn. (3.25), τdelay combines all the RF delays in the path including td. By changing
the carrier frequency, another linearly independent equation is obtained. Therefore,
two consecutive measurements are needed to determine ϕdd,jthin for each frequency
components. Ratio based equations are formed for Iout first order as in Eqn. (3.26)
and Eqn. (3.27).
Iout,1stItx1
Iout,1stItx2
=
cos(ϕdd,1stItx +Δφ)
cos(ϕdd,1stItx )
= B (3.26)
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ϕdd,1stItx = tan
−1
(
cos(Δφ)− B
sin(Δφ)
)
(3.27)
After obtaining ϕdd,1stItx and knowing the ωm frequency component ampli-
tudes, Aout,1stItx can be calculated. The same equations can be derived for 3rd and
5th order components. By now, the ϕdd,jthin and Aout,jthin for each frequency compo-
nent are known. Considering 2 sections of the transceiver output response, there are
12 equations where 10 of them are linearly independent. As all the real and imaginary
parts of the complex coefficients are unknown, there are 6 unknowns in addition to
phase delay due to all delays in the RF path (ϕdd = ωcτdelay).
As the gain of the transmitter effects the amplitude of the input signal to PA,
it effects the non-linearity of the transmitter. The non-linear complex coefficients of
the path are analyzed as in Eqn. (3.28).
b1 = a1GTXGRX
b3 = a3G
3
TXGRX
b5 = a5G
5
TXGRX (3.28)
Using the derived non-linear equations, all unknowns can be solved for. Eqn. (3.29)-
(3.31) show the expressions for the real parts of the complex coefficients.
b1,R =
1
A
[Aout,1stItx | cos(ϕdd,1stItx − ϕdd)|
−3Aout,3rdItx | cos(ϕdd,3rdItx − ϕdd)|
+5Aout,5thItx | cos(ϕdd,5thItx − ϕdd)|] (3.29)
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b3,R =
1
A3
[4Aout,3rdItx | cos(ϕdd,3rdItx − ϕdd)| −
20Aout,5thItx | cos(ϕdd,5rdItx − ϕdd)|] (3.30)
b5,R =
1
A5
[16Aout,5thItx | cos(ϕdd,5thItx − ϕdd)|] (3.31)
The imaginary parts are similar to the real parts and are given in Eqn. (3.32)-
(3.32)
b1,i =
1
A
[Aout,1stItx | cos(ϕdd,1stItx − ϕdd)| tan(ϕdd,1stItx − ϕdd)
−3Aout,3rdItx | cos(ϕdd,3rdItx − ϕdd)| tan(ϕdd,3rdItx − ϕdd)
+5Aout,5thItx | sin(ϕdd,5thItx − ϕdd)| tan(ϕdd,5thItx − ϕdd)]
b3,i =
1
A3
[4Aout,3rdItx | cos(ϕdd,3rdItx − ϕdd)| tan(ϕdd,3rdItx − ϕdd)
−20Aout,5thItx | cos(ϕdd,5rdItx − ϕdd)| tan(ϕdd,5rdItx − ϕdd)]
b5,i =
1
A5
[16Aout,5thItx | cos(ϕdd,5thItx − ϕdd)| tan(ϕdd,5thItx − ϕdd)]
While ϕdd can be calculated as:
ϕdd = −π
2
+ tan−1
(
A1 sin(B1)− A2 sin(B2)− A3 sin(B3) + A4 sin(B4)
A1 cos(B1)− A2 cos(B2)− A3 cos(B3) + A4 cos(B4)
)
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A1 = Aout,3rdItx , A2 = 5Aout,5thItx
A3 =
Aout,3rdQtx
(1 + gtx)3
, A4 =
5Aout,5thQtx
(1 + gtx)3
B1 = ϕdd,3rdItx , B2 = ϕdd,5thItx
B3 = ϕdd,3rdQtx , B4 = ϕdd,5thQtx
IIP3 and IIP5 of the transmitter path can be calculated as Eqn. (3.32).
A2IIP3 =
4
3
|b1|
|b3|
A4IIP5 =
8
5
|b1|
|b5| (3.32)
3.2.6.1 AM/AM and AM/PM distortion
While IIP3 and IIP5 are important parameters for characterization and test, they
do not provide adequate insight in terms of phase relations of the 3rd order and 5th
order components. With the proposed technique, both magnitude and relative phase
of these components can be measured with respect to the first order. This makes it
possible to compute the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion at any desired input power
level. Eqn. (3.33) shows the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion computation.
AM/AM(Ain) = |1 + 3
4
b3
b1
A2in +
5
8
b5
b1
A4in|
AM/PM(Ain) = ∠
(
1 +
3
4
b3
b1
A2in +
5
8
b5
b1
A4in
)
(3.33)
3.2.7 Digital calibration of transmitters using pre-distortion
Extensive research exists to develop pre-distortion techniques for calibration of trans-
mitter impairments [5–8]. However, these techniques are based on the assumption
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that impairments are known or can be measured with high precision, which requires
either a golden receiver or RF instrumentation. The proposed technique naturally
results in some errors in computation due to limited resolution and/or noise in the
system. In this section, a simple pre-distortion model for I/Q imbalance is derived
and it is used in the subsequent section to show the effect on transmitter EVM.
The pre-distortion formulation can be obtained by equalizing the response of
the impaired transmitter with an ideal one as Eqn. (3.34). The Iptx is the pre-distorted
signal which needs to be determined.
Itx(t) cos(ωct)−Qtx(t) sin(ωct) = Iptx(t) cos(ωct)−Qptx(t)(1 + gtx) sin(ωct+ ϕtx)
(3.34)
Eqn. (3.35) shows the results for baseband compensation for linear impairment
of transmitter.
Iptx = Itx(t) +Qtx(t) tan(ϕtx)
Qptx =
Qtx(t)
(1 + gtx) cos(ϕtx)
(3.35)
To calibrate for receiver impairments, similar equations can be derived for
post-distortion.
3.2.8 Simulation Results
A system model as in Fig. 3.15 as well as the proposed solution are developed
in MATLAB to evaluate the accuracy of the technique under different impairment
scenarios. 100 MonteCarlo simulations have been run, while the linear and non-linear
impairments are randomly chosen from a wide range. Also up to 2ns common delay
and time skew is injected to the path. The local oscillator frequency is 2.4GHz and
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Figure 3.22: Simulation results for IQ Mismatch computation
the input frequency is chosen as 1MHz. The test signal is applied at 2 power levels,
low power response is used for linear impairments computation. Fig. 3.22 presents
the computed values versus the injected values of linear impairments. The results
show that the impairments can be computed with very little error.
In the next step, these results as well as the phase difference between two mea-
surements are used for complex coefficients computation from high power response.
Computed IIP3 and IIP5 are shown in Fig. 3.23. Fig. 3.24 presents AM/AM and
AM/PM computation results. RMS error for all these cases are summarized in Table
3.12, which verify the accuracy of the proposed solution.
In order to demonstrate the calibration technique, the captured QAM symbols
for a highly impaired transceiver (gain mismatch = −20%, phase mismatch = 5◦) is
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Figure 3.23: Simulation results for IIP3 and IIP5
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Figure 3.24: Simulation results for AM/AM and AM/PM distortion
compared in Fig. 3.25. Red dots are the captured QAM symbols while the circles
are the transmitted ones. This simulation includes 100 OFDM frames. The EVM
of the system is measured pertaining the WLAN standard both for the baseline and
for the system where the proposed measurement and calibration technique are used.
The EVM is reduced from 16% to 3.8%. Therefore, the effect of transmitter system
impairments is compensated and the remaining EVM is due to the non-linearity of
PA that causes gain compression and inter carrier interference.
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Table 3.12: Summary of simulation results
Parameter RMS error
gtx(%) 0.2
grx(%) 0.08
ϕ◦tx 0.03
ϕ◦rx 0.002
IIP3(dBm) 0.09
IIP5(dBm) 0.1
AM/AM(dB) 0.45
AM/PM(◦) 1.8
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Figure 3.25: (a) Captured QAM symbols, (b) Captured QAM symbol after calibration
3.2.9 Hardware Measurement Results
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed technique, it is demonstrated on
two different hardware platforms.
3.2.9.1 Designed transceiver board
An RF transceiver test board was designed and implemented in order to verify the
proposed analysis for RF transceiver characterization. The RF PCB consists of the
transmitter path, attenuation path in case of loop-back test, and the receiver path.
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Figure 3.26: Transceiver Test Board
Note that the transceiver operates at 2.4 GHz. Commercial RF components such
as LNA, power amplifier, mixer, local oscillator and filters which are suitable to the
system are used. The picture of the board is shown in Fig. 3.26.
In order to be able to use the board as different DUTs phase and gain mis-
match switches are added to transmitter and receiver path. Two cases for each phase
mismatch in TX and RX are implemented using RF switches in RF path and slide
switches to control the status of RF switches. The signal path is determined ac-
cording to the status of slide switches. Different phase mismatches are obtained by
selecting one of two paths that have different length. Gain mismatches are injected
in the baseband path by using slide switches.
As the impairments in the PCB such as gain and phase mismatches are inher-
ent in the board, they need to be characterized using traditional techniques. In order
to obtain phase mismatches, DC voltage is applied to I and Q input of the transmitter
simultaneously and the delay difference between I and Q signals at the input of the
combiners is measured. Gain mismatch is measured at the PA output after applying
DC voltage to I and Q input of transmitter separately.
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Figure 3.27: Board test set-up
Table 3.13: Hardware measurement results - transceiver board
Parameter Traditional Proposed
Measurement technique
gtx(%) −68 −69
grx(%) −65 −68
ϕ◦tx 31.2 35.9
ϕ◦rx 64 66.8
IIP3(dBm) 12.23 12.57
IIP5(dBm) 13.28 13.16
Fig. 3.27 shows the test set-up. Vector signal generator (Agilent N5182A)
is used to generate analog I and Q input signal and the receiver output is captured
on the oscilloscope. The impairments measured from the traditional method were
compared with the ones calculated from the proposed technique as it is shown in
Table 3.13. These results indicate that even with an extremely mismatched system,
the proposed technique can compute the desired parameter accurately.
Using the computed values for the transmitter side impairments, calibration
has been done to reduce the EVM. Fig. 3.28 shows a picture of the set-up. Vector
signal analyzer (Agilent N9020A) is used as the golden receiver to capture the trans-
mitter output. The captured QAM symbols using the ideal test signal and calibration
test signal are shown in Fig. 3.29. As Fig. 3.29 shows, due to the high impairments
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Figure 3.28: Board EVM test set-up
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Figure 3.29: Calibration results
(65% gain mismatch and 30◦ phase mismatch), all symbols in the constellation are
distorted and become unidentifiable. Pre-distortion suppresses these errors by 5-fold,
and results in a more reasonable constellation. Naturally, it is not recommended that
such a highly impaired system be shipped to a costumer even with digital calibration.
However, this result is shown here to demonstrate two points: (a) the proposed mea-
surement technique provides highly accurate results even when the system is highly
impaired, indicating that the developed models and analytical solutions are valid for
any impairment scenario and, (b) the bounds of acceptance for impairments can be
greatly expanded allowing for higher yield, less stringent design specifications, and
higher reliability since degradation can be monitored and compensated.
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Figure 3.30: Test set-up
3.2.9.2 Off-the-shelf component set-up
The designed board has intentionally very high gain and phase imbalance due to
existing switches in the path. Therefore, the proposed technique is also verified using
another test set-up to be able to evaluate the accuracy of better devices. In this set-up,
the RF transmitter is implemented using a vector signal generator (Agilent N5182A)
as the transmitter, commercial PA (Mini-Circuits ZX60-2522M+), attenuators, and a
vector signal analyzer (Agilent N9020A) as receiver. Fig. 3.30 shows the test set-up.
Linear impairments are injected to VSG and non-linear effect exists in the path due
to PA. The LO frequency of 2.4GHz and the input frequency of 1MHz is used in the
measurements.
Measurements have been conducted for two cases of different impairments.
Although the same PA is used for all the cases, the actual IIP3 of the TX path
is slightly different due to different baseband gain of the transmitter. Table 3.14
summarizes measurement results for these cases.
Gain degradation (AM/AM) and AM/PM for one case is shown in Fig. 3.31.
This comparison shows that computed AM/AM and AM/PM distortion follows the
measured ones closely, indicating that the computation error is in acceptable range.
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Table 3.14: Hardware measurement results
Cases gtx ϕtx IIP3 IIP5
(%) (◦) (dBm) (dBm)
Case− 1 Actual 20 5 3.77 3.27
Computed 21.8 4.84 3.73 5.03
Case− 2 Actual 10 2 3.3 3.98
Computed 11.3 2.02 2.8 4.96
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Figure 3.31: AM/AM and AM/PM
The calibration process has been implemented for one case of impairments.
The system impairments are calculated using the proposed technique (gain mis-
match = −25.44%, phase mismatch = 7.24◦). The computed values are used for
pre-distortion of the input signal. Fig. 3.32 demonstrates the captured QAM sym-
bols for 100 OFDM frames before and after calibration while the dots are captured
symbols and the circles are transmitted ones. The original EVM of the transmitter
is measured as 25.5% and is reduced to 5% after calibration. The remaining EVM is
due to the noise in the system as well as PA effect.
3.2.10 Limitations of the proposed technique
There are some unwanted effects that are not considered in the proposed method
derivation such as substrate leakage between TX and RX or clock spurious. In the
presented measurement set-up, these effects did not exist. If these effects are consid-
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Figure 3.32: Hardware measurements: (a) QAM symbols for Impaired transmitter,
(b) QAM symbols for calibrated transmitter
erable in a design, they can be dealt with using some simple solutions. For example,
for the leakage between the TX and RX, which causes the change in DC component of
the RX output, two different local frequencies can be used to generate more linearly
independent equations to separate out the effect of the leakage from the DC offsets.
In general, for any effect that pollutes the spectrum of the output, it is important to
make sure that the frequency of interests used for computations are clean or more lin-
early independent equations have to be generated by changing one of the test set-up
parameters to be able to separate out the effect of different parameters.
3.3 Built-in-Self Test of Transmitter I/Q Mismatch and Non-Linearity Using
Self-Mixing Envelope Detector
Built-in-Self-Test (BiST) for transmitters is a desirable choice since it eliminates
the reliance on expensive instrumentation for RF signal analysis. Existing on-chip
resources, such as power or envelope detectors or small additional circuitry can be
used for BiST purposes. However, due to limited bandwidth, measurement of complex
specifications, such as IQ imbalance and IIP3 is challenging.
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In this section, a multi-step BiST technique for transmitter IQ imbalance
and non-linearity characterization using a self-mixing envelope detector is proposed.
The analytical expressions for the output signal in linear and non-linear mode are
derived, including the detector. While the circuit is kept within the linear range of
operation, specialized low power test signals are devised to isolate the effects of gain
and phase imbalance, DC offsets, and time skews from other parameters of the system
in low power mode. Once isolated, these parameters are calculated easily with a few
mathematical operations.
In next step, using a higher power test signal, the non-linear behavior of the
transmitter is excited and the IIP3 of the transmitter is computed based on the an-
alytical expressions. The signals are applied as digital patterns at the input of the
transmitter. In order to avoid any coherency problems, only the amplitude infor-
mation is used to determine target parameters. The amplitudes are obtained using
FFT.
Using the proposed technique, the imbalance parameters and the non-linearity
can be measured with less than 1msec test time. Simulations and hardware measure-
ments show that the technique can provide accurate characterization of the path.
Highlights of this section are:
1. Determination of all IQ imbalances (gain and phase mismatch, DC offsets, time
skews) with a single set up and a single measurement,
2. Determination of the IIP3 of the transmitter with the same set up and a second
measurement,
3. Non-linearity computation is completely independent of the computed linear
impairments,
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4. Analytical computation as opposed to using non-linear solvers,
5. Very efficient measurement with almost no computational overhead,
6. Carefully designing test signals such that the effect of impairments can be sep-
arated,
7. Using frequency domain information to suppress the effects of undesired and/or
unmodeled circuit effects,
8. High accuracy despite using only low-frequency information.
3.3.1 System Level Model
System level impairments and non-linearity can severely damage the performance of
the RF transceivers. IQ imbalance parameters impact the linear response of the cir-
cuit. Limiting the test signal power to well below the 1dB compression point of the
overall path, ensures that non-linear distortion does not result in significant compres-
sion in the power of the observed signals. In order to model, analyze, and compute
the IQ imbalances, first a linear model of the overall path is derived, including the
power detector. In the next step, non-linear effect of the power amplifier is added to
the model and the test signal power is increased to analyze and characterize the third
order non-linearity of the path.
Fig. 3.33 shows the transmitter system block diagram including the proposed
BiST circuit that will be explained in Section III. In this model, gain and phase
imbalances are included between I and Q arms. DC offsets and time skews are also
included in the model. Non-linearity of the transmitter path is included in power
amplifier (PA) model. Eqn. (3.36) shows the RF signal relation at the input of the
PA in terms of input signals at I and Q arms including all of these system-level
parameters given in Table 3.15.
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Figure 3.33: Tranceiver system model
Table 3.15: Variable definition
Parameters
Gain mismatch gtx
Phase mismatch ϕtx
TX DC offsets DCItx, DCQtx
Baseband time skew τdtx
Baseband delay τtx
Self mixing delay td
LO frequency ωc
PA first order coefficient G
PA third order coefficient G3
Self Mixing attenuation K
PAin(t) = (I(t− τtx) +DCItx) cos(ωct)
− (Q(t− τdtx− τtx)+DCQtx)(1+ gtx) sin(ωct+φtx) (3.36)
3.3.1.1 BiST Architecture
Generally in RF BiST techniques, the high frequency circuit response is converted
to a low frequency form which is easier to analyze on-chip. The conversion needs to
carry all the information pertaining to the desired parameters. For this purpose, it
is proposed to use a self-mixing envelope detector, shown in Fig. 3.33. This detector
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basically multiplies the transmitter output with itself, generating a low-frequency
component, and a high frequency component. The high frequency component is
filtered by the low pass filter (LPF). The output signal (Sout) is digitized and analyzed.
A generic on-chip ADC and processor can be used for this purpose. Similar detector
architectures (mixer followed by the LPF) have been included in commercial devices
to monitor and adjust the transmitter output power. Thus, such existing detectors
can be used for BiST purposes.
In the literature, there are designs for these blocks. Considering 0.18um tech-
nology, the folded switching mixer in [76] can be used as the BiST mixer as well
as a tunable Gm-C filter which is proposed in [77]. Thus, the power consumption
for the BiST circuit is 12.6mW with 0.157mm2 area overhead. In [78], a dual band
transceiver for WLAN standard which is fabricated in the same technology is pre-
sented. The power consumption for the TX is 342mW and the die size for the
transceiver is 12mm2. Thus, the power consumption and the area overhead of the
proposed BiST circuit is acceptable.
3.3.2 BiST Technique and Test Signal Design
In this work, the goal is to compute system parameters using simple equations. While
the effect of the impairments can be observed at the output signal, these effects are
convoluted in the overall signal and separation of these parameters is not straight-
forward especially in presence of non-linearity in the path. Thus, a clever test signal
has to be devised that will help separate each of these terms.
Using complex modulated signals is not a desirable choice since the baseband
signals and their delayed components can not be easily expressed in closed form
mathematical expressions. Another alternative is to use sinusoidal signals. Here,
one has to pay particular attention to what frequency signals are included in the
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baseband. For instance, if both arms are excited by same frequency signals (i.e.,
I(t) = cos(ωbbt) and Q(t) = sin(ωbbt)), then at the output in case of linear system, all
the information will be contained in DC, ωbb and 2ωbb. In non-linear mode, DC, ωbb,
..., 6ωbb exist, once again making separation is not straightforward. However, if the
frequencies of the two signals are distinct, (i.e., I(t) = cos(ω1t) and Q(t) = cos(ω2t)),
the information will be separated out to DC and multiple intermodulation of the two
frequencies. This separation generates a larger number of simpler equations to enable
analytical computation. Based on these input signals, Fig. 3.34 shows an example of
the BiST output spectrum while the output power is low that the path is linear.
The input frequency locations have to be chosen carefully as the frequency
domain information is used to solve for the desired impairments if there are enough
independent equations. There are two constraints for choosing the test signal frequen-
cies. First, it is necessary to make sure that none of the inter-modulation products
that are being used for parameter computation coincide with any other frequency
component. Second, it has to be checked that the frequency locations, used for pa-
rameter computation, are well below the cut off frequency of the low pass filter.
3.3.3 Linear Model
As the effect of non-linearity depends on the power of the input signal, the device
under test (DUT) has to operate in its linear range by limiting the input power below
the 1dB compression point. Operating in this range makes it easier to measure the
linear IQ imbalance impairments with simple mathematical calculations. In this case,
the PA can be modelled as:
PAout(t) = G× PAin(t) (3.37)
Using the behavioral models of the blocks in Fig.3.33 and Eqn. (3.37) as PA model,
the output of the detector can be expressed in terms of the transmitter inputs I(t)
and Q(t) (Eqn. (3.38)):
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Figure 3.34: Linear range output spectrum
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As mentioned in the prior section, a sinusoidal test signal with two different
frequencies is used for I and Q arms. Substituting the designed test signal into
Eqn. (3.38) and simplifying the result shows that, there are 7 frequency components
in the BiST output signal in linear mode. If ω1 and ω2 are the test signal frequencies
on I and Q arms, the output signal includes DC, ω1, ω2, ω1 + ω2, ω2 − ω1, 2ω1 and
2ω2 frequency components. Fig. 3.34 shows an example of the frequency domain
representation of the BiST signal.
Due to separation of the effect of different non-idealties on different frequency
locations, the amplitude of the frequency terms can be used in order to compute these
impairments and solve for them mathematically. Eqn. (3.39) shows the amplitude
expression for each of the frequency locations while A is the amplitude of the input
signal on both arms.
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3.3.3.1 Computation of Gain, Phase mismatch and DC offsets
With the above input signal, in the linear mode, there are 7 frequency locations
to analyze, as shown in Eqn. (3.39). Furthermore, there are 5 unknowns (G
K
, gtx,
φtx, DCItx, and DCQtx). However, as Eqn. (3.39) indicates, expression for the two
frequencies (ω1−ω2) and (ω1+ω2) have the same amplitude, so they provide only one
linearly independent equation. The DC term is unreliable even though it provides
more equations. The DUT LO leakage can be mixed with itself and produces an
undesired DC component that can alter the accuracy of the computation. Also the
DC term may be corrupted by any DC offset that is generated by the detector, which
is not included in the model. Thus, Eqn. (3.39) yields 5 usable linearly independent
equations with 5 unknowns. It is observed that by taking a step-by-step approach,
the unknowns can be analytically solved for:
Step 1: The path gain is extracted using the amplitude of the 2ω1 term as in
Eqn. (3.39):
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GK
= 2
√
A2w1
A2
(3.40)
Note that the path gain includes the gain of the PA (G) as well as the gain of
the detector ( 1
K
). As a matter of fact, using a detector in the linear operation range,
these two parameters cannot be separated from one another. However, since the
terms G and K always appear together, computing (G
K
) in the first step is adequate
to compute the IQ imbalance parameters.
Step 2: The amplitude at the 2ω2 frequency along with the already computed
path gain are used to compute the gain mismatch as shown in Eqn. (3.41).
gtx = 2
√
A2w2
A2(G
K
)2
− 1 (3.41)
Step 3: Eqn. (3.39) shows that the remaining unknown in the amplitude of the
terms at w1 − w2 or w1 + w2 frequencies is the phase mismatch. It can be computed
using Eqn. (3.42).
φtx = sin
−1(
2Aw1−w2
A2(G
K
)2(1 + gtx)
) (3.42)
Step 4: In order to solve for the DC offsets, the information at the frequency
locations ω1 and ω2 can be used. Eqn. (3.43) shows the mathematical expression for
I and Q DC offset computation.
DCItx =
Aw1(1 + gtx) + Aw2 sin(φtx)
A(G
K
)2(1 + gtx) cos2(φtx)
DCQtx =
Aw2 + Aw1(1 + gtx) sin(φtx)
A(G
K
)2(1 + gtx)2 cos2(φtx)
(3.43)
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3.3.3.2 Computation of Time Skews
So far, the analysis is done in terms of the amplitude of the frequency components
which present in the envelope signal. The phases of these signals are a function of
delays in the baseband path. If these delays are measured, the time skews can be
calculated simply as the difference between the phases of the signal components at
2ω1 and 2ω2 frequencies as Eqn. (3.44):
τdtx =
arg(2ω1)
2ω1
− arg(2ω2)
2ω2
(3.44)
Note that any delay that is added to the signal in test path, and not modeled
will be added to both I and Q arms and thus will not alter the τdtx computation.
3.3.4 Non-Linear Model
Increasing input power, the PA operates in its non-linear region. It is important to
measure the third order intercept point (IP3) of the power amplifier to make sure that
in the normal mode of operation, the device is not effected with gain compression or
undesired frequency components of the signal. The amplitude of the IP3 at the input
(IIP3) is defined as:
AIIP3 =
√
4
3
|G|
|G3| =
√
4
3
|G
k
|
|G3
k
| (3.45)
Where G refers to the first order gain and G3 is the third order gain coefficient.
Here, both coefficients are taken in the scalar mode. The AM/AM and AM/PM
distortion caused by the complex coefficients of the PA will not affect the remaining
models if the following constraints are ensured:
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• (C1): Do not use G
K
measurement in the non-linear mode subject to AM/AM
distortion.
• (C2): Do not use any information of the phase subject to AM/PM distortion.
To satisfy the first constraint (C1), the G
K
measured from the first step where
the distortion is minimized, is used. The second constraint (C2) is satisfied by using
amplitude information only.
To calculate AIIP3 from Eqn. (3.45), the only unknown is the third order
coefficient of the PA that has to be measured with a higher power input signal. Note
here that G3
K
is the target parameter. While K is unknown, the IIP3 equation cancels
it out. It is necessary to ensure that K is large enough to keep the BiST circuit in
the linear range.
Linear gain of the path is already measured in previous step, as G
K
. Like G and
K which are tied together, G3 and K are coming always together in the equations.
Therefore, the unknown is G3
K
. Note that, having reasonable K, ensures that the
BiST circuit is in its linear region.
In the non-linear region, the power amplifier is modelled as a third order
polynomial as is shown in Eqn. (3.46).
PAout(t) = G× PAin(t) +G3 × PA3in(t) (3.46)
As mentioned before, since the magnitude of the G3 is the target, the scalar
formulation can be kept and using any information involving the phase is avoided.
Since G
K
is measured from the previous step, this can be achieved. Eqn. (3.47) shows
the PA output response in closed form. I(t) and Q(t) are to be substituted with the
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test signal and the response has to be expanded to determine the frequency domain
representation of the signal.
PAout(t) = G× [(I(t− τtx) +DCItx) cos(ωct)
− (Q(t− τdtx − τtx) +DCQtx)(1 + gtx) sin(ωct+ φtx)]
+G3 × [(I(t− τtx) +DCItx) cos(ωct)
− (Q(t− τdtx − τtx) +DCQtx)(1 + gtx) sin(ωct+ φtx)]3 (3.47)
Driving the input-output relation of the path, the same sinusoidal test signal
as in the linear mode is used, just with a higher amplitude. In this case, the BiST
output signal includes 43 frequency components such as ω1±ω2, 2ω1±3ω2, 4ω1±2ω2,
etc.
It is important to choose the input frequencies carefully such that the maxi-
mum frequency location would be well below the cut off frequency of the baseband
filter. Also, maximum frequency separation between the components is desirable.
Due to space limitations, the complete BiST output signal mathematical re-
lation is not presented here. The following expression shows an example of the am-
plitude of one frequency component included in the response. Eqn. (3.48) shows the
amplitude of 4ω1:
A4ω1 =
1
k2
[
3
32
A4(G1G3 +
5
8
A2G23+
25
4
DC2IG
2
3 +
15
8
A2G23(1 + gtx)
2 +
15
4
DC2qG
2
3(1 + gtx)
2)
− 30
128
A4G23(1 + gtx)
2 cos(2φtx)(
A2
2
+DC2q )
− 75
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A4DCIDCqG
2
3(1 + gtx) sin(φtx)] (3.48)
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Figure 3.35: Frequency spectrum - (a) Linear mode, (b) Non-linear mode
3.3.4.1 Computation of IIP3
The amplitude of the signal in each frequency location is analyzed to find a simple
useful equation to compute G3
K
which satisfies the two constraints (C1, C2). From the
expansion of Eqn. (3.47), it is observed that the variable G3
K
appears in many frequency
components. For instance, Eqn. (3.48) could be used to compute G3
K
since the other
terms are known from the first step. However, this would violate the constraint C2 as
the combination of these various contributors at frequency 4w1 also depends on their
phase relation (in Eqn. (3.48), G1 and G3 are assumed to be in-phase). Thus, using
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such equations would not be useful. By going through each frequency component
of the entire composite signal, it is observed that the amplitude at A6w1 is only a
function of input amplitude (A) and G3
K
as it is shown in Eqn. (3.49).
A6w1 =
5
512
(
G3
K
)2A6 (3.49)
Thus, the third order coefficient can be computed as follows:
(
G3
K
) =
√
512
5
A6w1
A6
(3.50)
Having G3
K
, the amplitude of IIP3 is found as in Eqn. (3.45). Note that, calcu-
lation of first and third order coefficients are completely independent of IQ imbalances
in the path as the used frequency locations are only a function of these parameters.
Thus, IIP3 computation precision is not effected by linear impairments of the path.
3.3.5 De-embedding Gain Fluctuations
In some cases, the amplifiers used in the path either as a part of the circuit under test
or as a part of the BiST circuit, may exhibit fluctuations in the gain. This is more of
a problem for baseband operation where the test signals are spread through a large
portion of the passband as opposed to RF operation where several MHz separation
is not significant. In order to prevent the gain fluctuations from corrupting the
computation of the parameters of interest, it may be necessary to parametrize gain
at multiple frequency locations. Note that in our technique, there are 5 frequency
locations in the linear mode and 1 in the non-linear range to be characterized. A
carefully crafted test signal is used to characterize the parameter G
K
at the desired
frequency locations before moving into the other steps of computation. Thus step 1
is repeated 5 times to obtain the G
K
variable to be used in steps 2 through 4. In the
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Figure 3.36: Simulation results (a) Gain mismatch(gtx) Extraction error,(b) Phase
mismatch(φtx) Extraction error,(c) I DC offset extraction error,(d) Q DC offset ex-
traction error.
characterization process, it is important to excite the amplifier in its linear range.
Otherwise, the gain compression effect causes an incorrect measurement for G
K
.
3.3.6 Simulation Results
A MATLAB based model is implemented as in Fig. 3.33. The accuracy of the
proposed test technique is confirmed using Montecarlo simulations, where random
samples are taken for device parameters (gain) and each of the unknowns (IQ imbal-
ances, IIP3, DC offsets, path delays) within a given window. The limits are chosen
quite wide and a large number of simulations are conducted to validate the technique
for both severe impairment and marginal impairment scenarios.
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In the first step, a low power input is applied to the DUT and the BiST output
signal is captured and analyzed by performing an FFT to obtain the power of each
of the frequency locations. The linear impairments of the system are computed along
with the first order gain of the path. For the second step, a higher power input is
applied to the transmitter and the output signal is analyzed to compute the third
order coefficient of the path. Finally the IIP3 of the DUT is calculated as described
in the previous section.
For test signal frequencies, it is beneficial to use a high separation between
the signal tones. However, this spacing is primarily determined by the baseband
bandwidth, which is 20MHz in our case (modeled after WiMAX). As a result, it needs
to be ensured that all desired signal components fall into this 20MHz bandwidth. Two
frequencies have to be chosen which are as far apart as possible, but also satisfy this
constraint. Thus, 2.4MHz and 2MHz are chosen as test signal frequencies while the
LO frequency is 2.4GHz.
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Figure 3.37: Simulation results (a) Differential delay (τtx) computation error,(b) Path
gain computation error.
The input signal power is a critical factor to achieve good accuracy. In order
to keep the DUT in the linear range, the power lower has to be set than the 1dB com-
pression point. Otherwise the performance will be affected by the gain compression.
Conversely, for non-linear extraction, it is important to make sure that the power is
high enough to excite the non-linear behavior of the path. If the power is lower, the
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Table 3.16: Simulation results - RMS computation accuracy
Parameter RMS Error Injection Limit
G
K
3.7% [−6dB,8dB]
φtx 0.6
◦ [0◦,5◦]
gtx 0.6% [-20%,20%]
DCItx 0.8mV [0,50mV]
DCQtx 0.75mV [0,50mV]
IIP3 0.13dB [10,15dBm]
τdtx 0.02ns [0ns,5ns]
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Figure 3.38: Simulation results for IIP3 computation
accuracy of the IIP3 extraction will degrade dramatically. In these simulations, the
IIP3 of the path is varied between 10dBm and 15dBm, while the input signal power
in the linear mode is -10dBm and in non-linear mode is set to 7dBm.
Monte Carlo simulation bounds as well as Root Mean Square (RMS) errors
for 500 instances are shown in the table. Table 3.16 indicates that RMS errors are
negligible for the device operation.
Fig. 3.36 and 3.37 show the measured values versus the injected ones for all
the linear impairments. DC offset computations display up to 6.8mV error. Fig. 3.38
shows the computed IIP3 versus the injected ones. Low complexity of the proposed
measurement as well as the accuracy of the method makes it a suitable candidate for
on chip implementation.
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Table 3.17: Simulation results in presence of noise - RMS computation accuracy
Parameter SNR=15dB SNR=12dB SNR=8.6dB
RMS Error RMS Error RMS Error
G
K
(%) 3.85 3.88 4.3
φtx(
◦) 0.7 0.86 1.1
gtx(%) 0.95 1.3 2.3
DCItx(mV ) 0.86 1 1.5
DCQtx(mV ) 0.97 1.2 1.5
IIP3(dB) 0.2 0.3 0.5
τdtx(ns) 0.5 0.9 1.6
In order to analyze the relation of the technique with noise, various simulations
have been conducted. Fig. 3.35 shows the spectrum of the BiST circuit output with
white Gaussian noise added at 20dB SNR. It also shows which frequency locations
are used for computing each of the desired parameters. Despite the high level of
noise added, all signal components used in calculations are above the noise floor. In
order to analyze how the signal detection is affected by noise, simulations have been
performed for a random device instance. Noise is injected at the input of the BiST
circuit and its power is increased gradually to verify the robustness of the proposed
technique. Table 3.17 shows the RMS error for the target parameters with different
SNR levels. Even for very high noise power the error is in the acceptable range. Thus,
the proposed method is robust with respect to noise.
Another concern for the BiST circuit may be the non-linearity displayed by
the mixer. In the analytical derivation, it is assumed that the BiST mixer is linear.
This assumption is generally valid, as the attenuation between the transmitter and
the BiST circuit input can be designed such that the mixer operates in its linear
range. Nevertheless, the impact of BiST mixer non-linearity on the accuracy of the
proposed technique have been analyzed. Table 3.18 shows the RMS error for target
parameters in 500 random Monte Carlo simulations for 3 cases of BiST mixer non-
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Table 3.18: Simulation results for non-linear BiST - RMS computation accuracy
Parameter Mixer Mixer Mixer
IIP3=15dBm IIP3=12dBm IIP3=10dBm
RMS Error RMS Error RMS Error
G
K
(%) 3.7 3.8 3.7
φtx(
◦) 0.64 0.63 0.64
gtx(%) 0.56 0.6 0.55
DCItx(mV ) 0.77 0.77 0.73
DCQtx(mV ) 0.73 0.77 0.7
IIP3(dB) 0.66 0.89 0.94
τdtx(ns) 0.02 0.02 0.02
linearity. As expected, the parameter that is impacted the most is IIP3. However,
even when mixer non-linearity is reduced by 5dB, the error in computing IIP3 is still
below 1dB, which is acceptable.
3.3.7 Hardware Measurement Results
In order to make sure that unmodeled effects do not invalidate the proposed approach,
the BiST circuitry has been implemented in hardware. A make-shift transmitter is
built using a vector signal generator (VSG) (Agilent N5182A MXG) and an external
PA (Mini-Circuits ZX60−2522M−S+). The hardware measurement block diagram
is shown in Fig. 3.39.
The test signal is fed to a IQ modulator block. IQ mismatch can be injected in
VSG path. Off-the-shelf components from Mini-Circuits are used to build the BiST
circuitry: mixer (ZFM−15−S+), power splitter/combiner (ZFSC−2−4−S+), low
pass filter (SBLP − 117+). The BiST output signal is captured with the oscilloscope
(Agilent DSO9254A) which has an 8-bit ADC. The sampling rate for the BiST signal
is 100MHz. A picture of the set-up is shown in Fig. 3.40.
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3.3.7.1 Linear Mode
In the measurements, the input frequencies are chosen as 5MHz for the I and 4MHz
for the Q channel. The input power is set to approximately -20dBm at the input
of the PA. 3 hardware cases were generated and tested to evaluate the accuracy
of the technique. Fig. 3.41 shows a sample of the time domain capture at the
output of the BiST circuitry in the linear mode and the spectrum of this signal is
presented in Fig. 3.42. As expected, in the linear mode of operation, the frequency
domain response includes ω1, ω2 and the intermodulation products. The desired signal
components are at 1MHz, 4MHz, 5MHz, 8MHz, 9MHz and 10MHz. It is observed
from Fig. 3.42, that there are additional harmonics and intermodulation products
that have been generated due to the limited quality LO signal. By carefully adjusting
our signal frequencies and using FFT, these undesired components can be prevented
from corrupting the desired information. Such isolation would not be possible if time
domain information was used. The advantage of the proposed method is that even if
there are unmodeled components in the signal, the necessary information can still be
preserved.
Table 3.19 shows 3 cases of the measurement results. Gain mismatch can
be measured with up to 1.9% error whereas phase mismatch is measured with up
to 0.74◦ error. DC offset in I and Q arms is measured with up to 10mV error. As
expected, measurements display slightly higher error due to higher noise in the system,
equipment limitations, and potential unmodeled behavioral deviations. However, the
errors are well within acceptable range.
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Figure 3.39: Hardware measurement block diagram
Figure 3.40: Hardware measurement set-up
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Figure 3.41: Hardware measurement time domain output - Linear mode
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Figure 3.42: Hardware measurement output spectrum - Linear mode
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3.3.7.2 Non-Linear Mode
In the case of non-linearity, the goal is to extract the IIP3 of the path. First, the PA is
characterized with the traditional two-tone method. A closely spaced two tone signal
is fed as an input to the amplifier and the IIP3 is calculated using Eqn. (3.51), where
all parameters are expressed in dBm. H1 is the power of the fundamental frequency
at the output and H3 is the third order intermodulation product of the two tones.
IIP3 =
H1 −H3
2
+ Pin (3.51)
From the measurements, IIP3 of amplifier was calculated as 3.43dBm. IIP3 of
the system was measured using the proposed method on hardware. For this step, the
same inputs of 5Mhz on the I channel and 4Mhz on the Q channel are used, while the
input power increased in order to have around -2dBm power at the input of the PA.
The required information to extract G3
K
is available at 30MHz. It should be ensured
that, in presence of a low pass filter, the 6ω1 frequency component falls below the
cut-off frequency of the filter.
Two important specifications have to be ensured for the non-linear measure-
ments:
1. For the hardware measurements, it should be ensured that the dynamic range
of the oscilloscope (8-bit resolution) used to measure should be higher than the
dynamic range of the output at the BiST circuitry.
2. As mentioned before, there are many frequency terms at the baseband in the
non-linear mode. Thus, proper coherent sampling of the signal has to be en-
sured.
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Table 3.19: Hardware measurement results - Non-linear mode
Cases Parameter Actual Computed Error
Case− 1 GainMM 15% 16.4% 1.4%
PhaseMM 4
◦ 3.46◦ 0.54◦
DCItx 20mV 10.4mV 9.6mV
DCQtx 30mV 29mV 1mV
IIP3 3.43dBm 3.12dBm 0.31dBm
Case− 2 GainMM 20% 21.9% 1.9%
PhaseMM 5
◦ 4.49◦ 0.51◦
DCItx 10mV 0.5mV 9.5mV
DCQtx 20mV 19.5mV 0.5mV
IIP3 3.43dBm 4dBm 0.57dBm
Case− 3 GainMM 10% 10.8% 0.8%
PhaseMM 3
◦ 2.26◦ 0.74◦
DCItx 25mV 15.6mV 9.4mV
DCQtx 20mV 18.8mV 6.3mV
IIP3 3.43dBm 3.43dBm 0dBm
Three cases of impairments were set-up on the I/Q transmitter along with
the amplifier and the IIP3 values were extracted. Table 3.19 shows the actual and
extracted values of IIP3 of the system along with the error. These results prove that
variations in other parameters of the system have no affect on the measurement of
IIP3 as it depends only on G
K
and G3
K
.
3.3.8 Comparison with Prior Work
Table 3.20 shows a comparative analysis of the proposed method with some of the
state of the art BiST techniques. Compared with all existing techniques, the proposed
method is the only available technique to measure a comprehensive set of parameters
while displaying acceptable accuracy.
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Table 3.20: Comparative study
[54] [10] [18] Proposed Method
BiST Envelope Envelope Fmap sensors Self mix
Circuitry detector detector envelope detector
Target Gain, IIP3 Gain, IIP3, 1dB Comp., Gain, IQ imbalance,
Parameters 1dB Comp. IIP3, NF IIP3, DC offsets
Time skews
Computation Signature Statistical Statistical Mathematical
Method Analysis Regression Regression Expressions
Test Signal 2-tone Optimized Single tone Single tone
multi-tone
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, three single-set-up test solutions for OFDM systems RF front-ends
are presented that can be applied through a low-frequency digital interface. The first
technique is based on time-domain complete-path modeling in the loop-around mode,
including all parameters of interest and other parameters that affect the input-output
behavior. The goal is to provide test signal conditions such that the parameters of
the transmitter can be de-embedded from those of the receiver. For this purpose, a
methodology is developed to determine which parameters can be de-embedded and
under what conditions. During test development, the data from bench measurements
and/or the characterization phase is utilized to determine which steps are necessary
in the extraction process as well as the input power levels that need to be applied for
accurate extraction. This technique requires several computational steps, resulting
in nearly 200ms of computation time for each extracted frame. While the overall
computation time is the dominant component of the test time, the data processing
steps can be pipelined with other tests that need to be conducted on the part, and
can be taken off the critical path.
In the second section, a new analytical technique for IQ imbalance, non-
linearity, AM/AM and AM/PM measurement of RF transceivers in loop-back mode
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has been proposed. For this measurement, a two power level single tone test signal
specially designed to separate impairment terms are targeted. Ratio based equa-
tions are used based on the signal amplitudes in two consecutive measurements. A
simple pre-distortion method is also presented to compensate for IQ mismatch that
is measured using the proposed technique. Since the equations are simple and ex-
plicit, computation time is negligible. The calibration approach illustrates that even
a highly impaired system can be characterized and compensated to bring the EVM
within specification. The accuracy of the technique is verified with both simulation
and hardware measurements.
The third technique is a BiST solution for transmitter IQ imbalance mea-
surement and non-linearity characterization. As using the high frequency signal for
testing requires using expensive RF measurement equipment, a BiST circuitry is de-
signed to convert this signal to a simpler form. For low-frequency conversion, a self
mixing envelope detector is used. The proposed BiST circuitry along with designed
test signal makes it possible to derive the transmitter impairment measurement with
low computational complexity. The frequency domain information of the envelope
signal is used in two steps. First having a low power test signal, the IQ imbalances
are mathematically solved from frequency domain information. Next, a higher power
test signal is used to characterize the non-linearity of the transmitter. Simulations
along with hardware measurements confirm the accuracy of the technique. Using this
technique, imbalance parameters as well as non-linearity of the transmitter can be
computed with less than 1ms computation time on a 2.4GHz personal computer.
With these techniques, important parameters of the transmitter and the re-
ceiver can be extracted with a single test set-up, eliminating complex load board
design and the need to apply and analyze RF signals. Due to these aspects, appre-
ciable reductions in the test cost is achieved.
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Chapter 4
ANALTICAL MODELING FOR EVM IN OFDM TRANSMITTERS INCLUDING
THE EFFECTS OF IIP3, I/Q IMBALANCE, NOISE, AM/AM AND AM/PM
DISTORTION
As mentioned before, EVM is one of the most important specifications of a trans-
mitter. EVM indicates the modulation accuracy in the system and it is basically
given by the deviation of the QAM symbols from their ideal location. It is calculated
according to the Eqn. (4.1).
EVM=
1
Nf
Nf∑
f=1
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
|Cn(n, f)− CnR(n, f)|2
P0
(4.1)
Where Nf is the number of frames, N is the number of sub-carriers in an OFDM
symbol. P0 is the average power of the constellation. Cn(n, f) is the transmitted
QAM symbol in frame f on sub-carrier nth, and CnR(n, f) is its equivalent captured
QAM symbol.
In this chapter, the focus is on the three most damaging impairments of the
analog circuits in terms of EVM and deriving and verifying the relations between
EVM, IQ imbalance, non-linearity, and noise. While the effect of each of these
impairments on EVM for OFDM systems have been extensively studied in digital
communications literature [32, 64, 65, 79], the studies focus on each impairment in-
dependently, without a comprehensive understanding of how to combine these effects
at the top level. Combining the EVM contribution of various impairments requires
a different approach to modeling. Here, the focus is to model these relations so their
combined effect can be accurately determined.
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Figure 4.1: System Model
4.1 System Model
The focus of this work is on the WLAN standard, which uses quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) and orthogonal frequency domain multiplexing (OFDM) princi-
ples. For OFDM/QAM based systems, the most damaging effects on EVM come
from three parameters: noise, non-linearity, and IQ imbalance [32, 64, 65, 79].
In order to demonstrate the effects of analog impairments on EVM for WLAN
systems as well as to verify the derived analytical models for EVM effects, a full
WLAN transceiver model has been constructed in MATLAB. Since the goal is to
model the impairment effects on the transmitter side, the transmitter includes the
non-ideal parameters whereas the receiver is ideal and is merely used to decode the
transmitted information, including the effect of all impairments. Fig. 4.1 shows the
transmitter model containing IQ imbalance, noise, and non-linearity effects. The IQ
imbalance takes effect in the baseband domain before I and Q signals are combined,
and the major component of non-linear distortion stems from the power amplifier
non-linearity. Noise is added at the output of the system, although the exact location
of noise injection is irrelevant for the system model. The standard deviation of noise
(noise power) is determined based on a signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the power
amplifier.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of IQ imbalance on symbol constellations (gain mismatch is 50%
and the phase mismatch is 20◦).
4.2 Effect of IQ imbalance in Multi-Carrier Systems
It is well known that IQ imbalance in a transmitter generates unwanted sidebands [80].
In a multi-carrier system, such as OFDM, the sideband generated by one subcarrier
distorts the information carried by the subcarrier in a symmetric location. Since these
two subcarriers carry uncorrelated information, there is a random component to this
effect. In addition, IQ imbalance also causes cross-interference between the I and Q
signals, and for a given symbol location, generates a deterministic displacement in the
symbol location. To illustrate these two effects, Fig. 4.2 shows the received symbol
locations for a QAM-16 scheme, where the gain mismatch is 50% and the phase
mismatch is 20◦. Such large impairment values have been used for demonstration
purposes for this severely degraded system.
Each symbol location in Fig. 4.2 is displaced to 16 different locations, depend-
ing on the information carried by the symmetric subcarrier.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of transmitter non-linearity on symbol constellations (IIP3 =
6.5dBm and the input power to the PA, PAin = −7.9dBm).
The proposed analytical modeling of the IQ imbalance and its combination
effect with other system impairments is discussed in Section 4.5 and 4.6.
4.3 Effect of Non-linearity in Multi-Carrier Systems
When multiple symbols are transmitted and received, the effect of non-linearity ap-
pears purely as random noise [65]. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 for QAM-16,
where the system model only contains non-linearity. Many researchers have quanti-
fied this overall effect of non-linear distortion on OFDM systems in terms of EVM
[65, 79]. However, the non-linearity contribution cannot be treated as random noise.
Nonlinear behavior has several unwanted effects on the performance of a trans-
mitter. Generally, non-linearity produces spectral regrowth that may result in vio-
lations in the spectrum mask. For OFDM systems with multiple carriers that may
intermodulate with one another, non-linearity produces two effects on EVM perfor-
mance:
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• Compression: The fundamental signal will be compressed due to non-linearity.
For fixed envelope systems, or for systems with one level of quadrature modula-
tion (QPSK), this is generally less of a problem. However, for QAM-based sys-
tems, where symbols could have different amplitudes, the compression amount
depends on the symbol location. As a result, the compression has a resulting
EVM component.
• Symbol Dispersion: Since each QAM symbol is placed on a subcarrier and sub-
carriers are equally spaced in the spectrum, intermodulation from two subcar-
riers distorts the information of another subcarrier, and results in inter-carrier
interference (ICI). Since the data carried by all these subcarriers are indepen-
dent, the effect of ICI appears as random noise on each of the subcarriers and
results in dispersion in the constellation diagram [65].
The proposed analytical modeling and analysis of the non-linearity and its
combination effect with other system impairments is discussed in Section 4.5 and 4.6
4.4 Effect of Noise in Multi-Carrier Systems
Effect of random signals, such as noise, on EVM has been studied extensively in the
literature [28]. Since noise is uncorrelated to the other two impairments that are
studied, and it is zero mean, its effect can be added as variance. For noise analysis,
the same models for single carrier systems are valid for multi-carrier systems and
no further derivations are necessary. For completeness, the random displacement of
symbols due to noise can be expressed as [28]:
D2σ n = σ
2
n (4.2)
σ2n =
∫ B
2
−B
2
Sn(f)df (4.3)
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Where Sn(f) is the power spectral density of noise and B is the channel bandwidth.
This relation is valid both for thermal noise and phase noise.
4.5 EVM Calculation Based on Vector Domain Analysis
In this section, the goal is to propose a technique for combining the EVM contribution
of various impairments. This requires a different modeling approach, one that can de-
embed the deterministic movement in symbol locations from the random movement.
The focus is on modeling of these relations so their combined effect can be accurately
determined. While there have been attempts at such modeling for single-carrier sys-
tems, these relations cannot be used for multi-carrier systems where the interactions
between sub-carriers result in the major component of distortion.
Since the coefficients in the functions relating analog impairments to EVM are
standard-dependent (number of subcarriers, number of symbols in the constellation),
here the focus is on the WLAN standard. However, the same functional relations
and principles can be applied to other OFDM systems, such as WiMAX with minor
changes in the coefficients.
4.5.1 IQ Imbalance Effect on EVM
As it is discused before, in systems such as OFDM, the sideband generated by one
subcarrier distorts the information carried by the subcarrier in a symmetric location.
Since these two subcarriers carry uncorrelated information, there is a random compo-
nent to this effect. In addition, IQ imbalance also causes cross-interference between
the I and Q signals, and for a given symbol location, generates a deterministic dis-
placement in the symbol location. Figure 4.4(a) shows the received QAM symbols in
presence of IQ imbalance. Each symbol location is displaced to 16 different locations,
depending on the information carried by the symmetric sub-carrier. Figure 4.4(b)
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Figure 4.4: Effect of IQ imbalance on symbol constellations (gain mismatch is 50%
and the phase mismatch is 20◦). (a) The overall effect (b) Deterministic component
shows the center of mass of these 16 displacement locations, which represents the
cross-interference between I and Q symbols. Since for each symbol location, these
values are fixed, there is also a deterministic movement in symbol locations. As
in the case of non-linearity modeling, these two pieces of symbol displacement are
disassociated so as to combine them in the vector domain.
The IQ imbalance effect on the baseband signal in Equation 4.11 can be mod-
eled also in the baseband. With gain imbalance of g and phase imbalance of θ, the
symbol and its image will generate interference. For any symbol Cn, the received
symbol can be written as:
CnR=cos
θ
2
(
Cn +
g
2
C∗N−n
)
+jsin
θ
2
(
C∗N−n +
g
2
Cn
)
(4.4)
And the displacement vector, Dn:
Dn = CnR − Cn
Dn =
(
cos
θ
2
− 1
)
Cn +
g
2
cos
θ
2
C∗N−n + jsin
θ
2
(g
2
Cn + C
∗
N−n
)
(4.5)
where:
Cn = In + jQn
CN−n = IN−n + jQN−n (4.6)
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In Equation 4.5, the terms that depend on Cn result in deterministic misplace-
ment whereas the terms that depend on its baseband image CN−n result in random
dispersion. Plugging Equation (4.6) into Equation (4.5), the deterministic (Dn IQ det)
and random (D2IQ rand) components of symbol displacement are obtained:
Dn IQ det=
((
cos
θ
2
− 1
)
In − g
2
sin
θ
2
Qn
)
+j
((
cos
θ
2
− 1
)
Qn +
g
2
sin
θ
2
In
)
(4.7)
Dn IQ rand =
(
g
2
cos
θ
2
IN−n − sinθ
2
QN−n
)
+ j
(
g
2
cos
θ
2
QN−n + sin
θ
2
IN−n
)
(4.8)
The deterministic displacement in Equation (4.7) will be added to the deter-
ministic displacement caused by non-linearity (Equation 4.19) in the vector form. In
order to find the variance of the the random displacement of Equation (4.8), note
that it is determined by one symbol, CN−n. For an M-QAM scheme, there are M pos-
sibilities for CN−n. Since EVM is defined under random, infinitely long bit pattern,
the effect of CN−n will be zero-mean, and the standard deviation can be calculated
by averaging the square of displacements for each of the M possibilities:
D2IQ rand = δ
(
g2
4
cos2
θ
2
+ sin2
θ
2
)
(4.9)
δ = 2 M = 4
δ = 10 M = 16
δ = 42 M = 64
Note that D2IQ rand is independent of the transmitted symbol and has equal
value for all transmitted symbols in a given frame.
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4.5.2 Non-linearity Effect on EVM
In the previous section, an intuitive analysis on the effect of non-linearity has been
provided . The insight gained from the intuitive analysis is used to arrange the
analytical model into components with the eventual goal of combining the effect of
non-linearity with that of IQ imbalance and noise.
Fig. 4.5(a) demonstrates the received QAM symbol in presence of non-linearity
in the path. Fig. 4.5(b) shows the effect of self-compression on the constellation
diagram. This effect can be identified by averaging the sent and received information
around each QAM symbol location. It is evident from this figure that the non-
linear distortion has a deterministic component, which results in a mean error vector.
The deterministic component of non-linear distortion needs to be separated from the
random component in order to combine the effect of all impairments, which may have
deterministic components. This modeling approach differs from existing literature in
this aspect. Here, it is aimed at separating the deterministic and random contribution
of non-linearity to EVM.
In order to analyze the effect of non-linear distortion, the low-pass represen-
tation of a single-word OFDM signal is derived. Since EVM is typically defined with
a given transmit power, the baseband signal has to be scaled with respect to the
RMS power of the frame. This scaling factor is frame dependent and has not been
modeled or addressed in the literature. With the amplitude scaling, the low-pass
representation of a single-word OFDM signal can be written as:
x˜0(t) = A
N−1∑
n=0
Cn exp
[
j2π
t
T
(
n− N − 1
2
)]
(4.10)
Where A represents a scaling factor to adjust the signal power, T is the word
duration, N is the number of subcarriers and {Cn} are the modulation symbols (Cn =
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Figure 4.5: Effect of third order transmitter non-linearity on symbol constellations
(IIP3 = 6.5dBm and the input power to the PA, PAin = −7.9dBm). (a) overall
impact (b) deterministic component
I(t) + jQ(t)), including the pilots and null carriers. Denoting fC as the carrier
frequency, the actual pass-band transmitted signal can be written as
x0(t) = {x˜0(t)} cos(2πfCt)−{x˜0(t)} sin(2πfCt) (4.11)
For the system model in Figure 4.1, the behavior of the power amplifier is
governed by third order non-linear relation:
x(t) = α1x0(t) + α3x
3
0(t) , (4.12)
which implies that the baseband equivalent of x(t) is:
x˜(t) = α1x˜0(t) +
3α3
4
x˜20(t)x˜
∗
0(t) . (4.13)
In this case, exploiting (4.10), it can be written
x˜20(t)x˜
∗
0(t)=A
3
N−1∑
n=0
N−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
k=0
CnCmC
∗
k exp
[
j2π
t
T
(
n+m− k − N − 1
2
)]
(4.14)
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x˜20(t)x˜
∗
0(t)=A
3
2(N−1)∑
n=−(N−1)
En exp
[
j2π
t
T
(
n− N − 1
2
)]
, (4.15)
while
En =
N−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
k=0
Cn+k−mCmC∗k (4.16)
Thus, the baseband equivalent of the transmitted symbol, including all the
non-linearity effects is:
CnR(t) = α1A
(
Cn + A
23α3
4α1
En
)
(4.17)
The term A2 3α3
4α1
En represents the displacement of the signal from its original
position, thus represents the overall EVM contribution of non-linearity. However, as
explained earlier, when combining the effect of non-linearity with other impairments,
the self-compression component has to be disassociated from random dispersion due
to the effect of other transmitted symbols. In order to achieve this goal, the overall
distortion term (En) is analyzed further:
En =
N−1∑
m=0
m =n
N−1∑
k=0
k =m
k =n
k =2m−n
Cn+k−mCmC∗k
N−1∑
m=0
m =n
C2mC
∗
2m−n + C
∗
n
N−1∑
m=0
m =n
C2n−mCm
+ Cn
(
2
N−1∑
m=0
|Cm|2 − |Cn|2
)
(4.18)
The last term in Equation (4.18) is dependent on signal power and the trans-
mitted symbol, Cn. Note that even though all other symbols Cm appear in the
expression, since their powers are all added, the summation term represents the over-
all signal power. As a result, the last term will cause a deterministic displacement in
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the transmitted symbol location. Combining Equation (4.18) with Equation (4.17),
the deterministic error vector due to third order non-linearity can be obtained:
Dn IIP3 det = Cn
[
β
α3
α1
V 2
]
(4.19)
where V is the RMS voltage of the RF output and the term β in the Equation is
calculated by using amplitude A, which serves as a scaling factor that relates RMS
RF signal voltage to the power of each tone in the spectrum. For WLAN, β = 3.7.
Note that since the displacement vector depends on the transmitted symbol, Cn,
symbols at the outer rim will be displaced more than the symbols at the inner rim.
This effect is identical to the non-linearity effect in single-carrier systems, although
the formulation is different due to multi-carrier effects of power scaling.
The first three terms in Equation (4.18) depend on all other transmitted sym-
bols in the same OFDM frame. Thus, these three terms cause a random displacement
in the transmitted symbol. The displacement amount is independent of the trans-
mitted symbol itself. Since EVM is defined with random bit pattern, central limit
theorem can be used to compute the variance of this displacement due to ICI, although
a closed form expression cannot be derived analytically:
D2IIP3 rand = γ
α3
α1
V 2 (4.20)
For instance, for M=4, γ = 3.5 and for M=16, γ = 7.7. Note that since
D2IIP3 rand is independent of the magnitude of the transmitted symbol, it is constant
for all symbols transmitted in a given OFDM frame.
At first, this conclusion seems to contradict studies of non-linearity effect in
terms of channel noise [65]. It has been shown that subcarriers at mid-channel loca-
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tions suffer from higher dispersion due to the contribution of many intermodulation
terms. However, since each symbol has equal probability of being assigned to each
subcarrier, this noise-like interference is averaged over the channel. Thus, all QAM
symbols will be subject to the same standard deviation of the noise power.
Since the non-linearity effects of the path depend on the peak of the input sig-
nal, even equally powered OFDM frames with different peak to average ratios (PAR)
experience different non-linearity effects. Considering only the effect of the input
power results in poor accuracy in cases with high EVM. As is shown in [81], the PAR
for a high number of OFDM frames can be approximated with a Guassian distribu-
tion. Thus, the effect of PAR on the EVM can be estimated as a Gaussian function as
confirmed in the simulation. Figure 4.6 shows the difference of the calculated EVM
without considering frame PAR and the proposed measured EVM vs. PAR for high
number of OFDM frames (where the number of subcarriers are 64). This error can be
modeled as a guassian function and the correction term can be added to the EVM of
each frame due to its baseband PAR as in Equation (4.21). The mean and variance
has been determined empirically under extensive simulation for all levels of PAR,
power, and non-linearity:
EVM2PAR(f) = Ae
(PAR(f)−E)2
2σ2 +B
E = 14.1
σ = 4
(4.21)
A and B are functions of the non-linearity of the power amplifier as well as the RMS
voltage of PA input signal. The coefficients have been determined empirically as
α = −72 and λ = 63. These coefficients can be different if the number of subcarriers
change.
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Figure 4.6: EVM error vs. baseband PAR
A = α(
α3
α1
)V 2
B = λ(
α3
α1
)V 2
(4.22)
4.5.3 Combining EVM Contributions
In order to combine the EVM contribution of all three impairments, the vector dis-
placement of deterministic components, and the three random components in terms
of variance are added. First the vector displacement due to IQ imbalance and non-
linearity are combined:
Dn det = Dn IIP3 det +Dn IQ det (4.23)
Using the EVM definition in the WLAN standard [26], for a given frame, the
overall EVM contribution of the deterministic displacement is:
EVM2det =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Dn det|2
P0
(4.24)
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where P0 is the average constellation power and N is the number of symbols in
the frame (N = 48 for WLAN excluding the pilot symbols). Equation 4.24 can be
extended to multiple frames by averaging the EVM of each frame, as dictated by the
standard [26]. Using Equations (4.9, 4.20, and 4.3), the EVM contribution of the
random displacement due to non-linearity, noise, and IQ imbalance can be expressed
as:
EVM2rand =
D2IIP3 rand +D
2
IQ rand +D
2
σ n
P0
(4.25)
Finally, combining Equation (4.24) and Equation (4.25), the overall EVM is
obtained:
EVM2calc = EVM
2
rand + EVM
2
det (4.26)
In order to verify the developed models, the analytical EVM calculation is
compared with a direct measurement using simulations and hardware measurements
under random input pattern.
4.5.4 Simulation Results
Since accuracy of measuring EVM is highly dependent on the number of symbols used,
an EVM simulation set-up with 6000 frames is used, one OFDM symbol per frame
(288,000 QAM symbols) as the baseline EVM. Note that in a production test environ-
ment, EVM measurement would have a much smaller number of frames/symbols. The
EVM results on 5 OFDM frames (240 QAM symbols) are reported as a measurement
alternative with reasonable test time. This result should serve as a good comparison
point to indicate where this technique is in terms of EVM modeling accuracy so that
the EVM measurement can be completely eliminated and not lose accuracy.
EVM measurement is based on the WLAN standard:
EVM2sim =
1
N2frame
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Cn − CnR|2
P0
(4.27)
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Table 4.1: EVM results of simulations and the calculations based on the derived ana-
lytical relations for IQ imbalance only. Impairment values are injected by Montecarlo
sampling.
M Gain MM Phase MM EVMsim(%) EVMsim(%) EVMcalc(%)
(%) ◦ 288K symbols 240 symbols
4
3 0 1.58 1.60 1.50
10 5 6.64 6.55 6.64
22 3 11.29 11.33 11.30
25 5 13.22 13.24 13.24
16
3 0 1.55 1.60 1.50
10 5 6.63 6.76 6.63
22 3 11.26 11.25 11.30
25 5 13.22 13.37 13.24
64
3 0 1.54 1.60 1.50
10 5 6.62 6.70 6.63
22 3 11.27 11.34 11.30
25 5 13.19 13.10 13.24
where Nframe is the number of frames used in the simulations, N is the number of
QAM symbols in a frame (N=48), Cn is the transmitted baseband symbol, and CnR
is the baseband equivalent of the transmitted symbol (see Figure 4.1).
Table 4.1 shows the EVM results obtained through the derived analytical
model, as well as two simulation results, one with 288,000 QAM symbols, and one
with 240 QAM symbols. In these simulations, gain imbalance is randomly varied 3%-
25% and phase imbalance is randomly varied 0◦ − 5◦. The results of the analytical
model follow closely that of simulations results with a high number of frames.
Table 4.2 shows the EVM results obtained through the derived analytical
model, as well as two simulation results, one with 288,000 QAM symbols, and one
with 240 QAM symbols. In these results, the PA input power is varied between -
17dBm and -10dBm, and IIP3 is varied between 5dBm and 11dBm. EVM due to
non-linearity can also be estimated with high accuracy, with less than 0.3% error
compared to the baseline.
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Table 4.2: EVM results of simulations and the calculations based on the derived
analytical relations for 3rd order non-linearity only. Impairment values are injected
by Monte-Carlo sampling.
M PA input IIP3 EVMsim(%) EVMsim(%) EVMcalc(%)
(dBm) (dBm) 288K symbols 240 symbols
4
-17.4 7 2.28 2.1 1.98
-13 9 3.7 3.43 3.46
-10 11 4.5 4.1 4.28
-13 7 5.68 5.36 5.49
-13 5 8.78 9.37 8.7
-10 6 13.56 12.63 13.53
16
-17.4 7 2.24 1.99 1.96
-13 9 3.68 3.43 3.45
-10 11 4.45 4.15 4.26
-13 7 5.61 4.88 5.44
-13 5 8.75 9.22 8.63
-10 6 13.5 13.15 13.45
64
-17.4 7 2.23 2.09 1.95
-13 9 3.63 3.95 3.4
-10 11 4.45 3.97 4.22
-13 7 5.6 5 5.4
-13 5 8.76 7.98 8.58
-10 6 13.45 12.65 13.34
Table 4.3 shows the EVM results for all three impairments combined (non-
linearity, noise, and IQ imbalance) obtained through the derived analytical model,
as well as two simulation results, one with 288,000 QAM symbols, and one with 240
QAM symbols. The SNR in this case is varied between 25dB and 30dB. With the
proposed analytical model, EVM can be estimated within 0.5% without having to
measure a single frame. This accuracy is in par with a dedicated EVM test set-up
with a reasonable test time limitation. The discrepancies between analytical EVM
calculations and direct measurement stem from the fact there are a limited number of
QAM symbols per WLANOFDM frame whereas the analytical model uses the Central
Limit Theorem to estimate the effect of uncorrelated symbols. A more accurate
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Table 4.3: EVM results for combined contributions of noise, non-linearity, and IQ
imbalance. Impairment values are injected by Montecarlo sampling.
M PA Input IIP3 Gain MM Phase MM SNR EVMsim(%) EVMsim(%) EVMcalc(%)
(dBm) (dBm) (%) ◦ (dB) 288K symbols 240 symbols
4
-13 11 3 0 30 3.06 2.83 2.95
-19 8 8 2 30 4.63 4.42 4.43
-14.9 6 10 2 30 6.76 6.0 6.78
-13 7 5 5 25 7.69 7.1 7.39
-13 5 4 3 30 9.39 9.55 9.37
-11.4 6 -8 5 25 11.52 11.03 11.54
16
-13 11 3 0 30 3.03 3.16 2.94
-19 8 8 2 30 4.61 4.47 4.43
-14.9 6 10 2 30 6.75 6.13 6.77
-13 7 5 5 25 7.67 6.7 7.36
-13 5 4 3 30 9.30 8.16 9.31
-11.4 6 -8 5 25 11.45 12.66 11.48
64
-13 11 3 0 30 3.03 3.14 2.6
-19 8 8 2 30 4.61 4.85 4.43
-14.9 6 10 2 30 6.73 6.38 6.88
-13 7 5 5 25 7.64 8.37 7.32
-13 5 4 3 30 9.3 9.6 9.16
-11.4 6 -8 5 25 11.48 10.67 11.4
model can still be obtained taking into account all combinations for a limited number
of QAM symbols. However, this approach would also make the model completely
dependent on the standard and the model would have to be re-derived if there are any
updates in the standard. While the model coefficients are also standard-dependent,
the derivations are valid for generic OFDM systems, and the same expressions can
be used for other standards based on OFDM, such as WiMAX. The new coefficients
can easily be identified using the same principles.
4.5.5 Measurement Results
The accuracy of the EVM calculation is also approved on a hardware platform. In
this set-up the RF transmitter is implemented using vector signal generator (Agilent
N5182A) as transmitter, commercial PA (Mini-Circuits ZX60-2522M+), and vector
signal analyzer (Agilent N9020A) as receiver. The experimental set-up is demon-
strated in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Measurement set-up
Table 4.4: EVM results for combined contributions of non-linearity, and IQ imbalance.
Note: EVMerr=abs(EVMmeas-EVMcalc)
M PA Input IIP3 Gain MM Phase MM EVMmeas EVMcalc EVMerr
(dBm) (dBm) ◦ (%) (%) (%)
4
-14 5.7 10 1 5.47 6.16 0.69
-12 5.7 5 3 6.34 6.56 0.22
-14 5.7 15 2 7.88 8.33 0.45
-10 5.7 5 3 9.25 9.46 0.21
16
-14 5.7 10 1 6.74 6.11 0.63
-12 5.7 10 1 7.39 7.52 0.13
-14 5.7 15 2 8.34 8.23 0.11
-10 5.7 5 3 13.56 13.57 0.01
IQ imbalances are injected to the VSG path and PA non-linearity is excited
with appropriate input power to evaluate the technique. The LO frequency of 2.4GHz
is used. 100 OFDM frames are sent and received to measure EVM.
Table 4.4 shows the EVM results for the combined effect of IQ imbalance and
non-linearity obtained through analytical derivation and the measurement results.
Measurement results are in very good correspondence with simulations results, indi-
cating that the technique can be applied in a real production environment. Also note
that there is no knowledge about the internal architecture of the testers. Yet, Figure
4.1 sufficies to model the impairments for mathematical derivations.
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4.6 EVM Calculation Based on Accurate Recieved Symbol Calculation
In the previous section, an analytical technique for the extraction of EVM from the
system parameters is presented. The effect of impairments which are IQ imbalance
and non-linearity on received QAM symbols is divided to two categories: random and
deterministic. Random movements are caused by the ICI in OFDM systems since
the information carried by other sub-carriers is uncorrelated. Closed form equations
for the variance of the random effects is presented. Deterministic movements are
the result of the impairments on each sub-carrier information. The combined effect
is obtained by adding the deterministic movements in the vector domain and the
variances for random symbol displacement. The effect of non-linearity depends on the
input signal power. Low power signal does not excite the power amplifier in the non-
linear region. Since the power of the signal at the output of IQ modulator changes due
to the presence of the IQ imbalance in the transmitter, calculation of the non-linearity
effect under ideal IQ modulator is not completely accurate. Thus, the most accurate
way is to include both of the impairments in the system at once. However, this process
is not straight forward due to frequency/time domain transformation. Basically,
multiple QAM symbols are combined together to generate the time domain OFDM
signal that passes through the power amplifier. Thus, to obtain an accurate model,
one has to derive an equivalent received symbol expression based on the transmitted
symbols and system impairments. Derivation of this analytical relation is the major
contribution of this work.
In this section, a more accurate method is presented for calculating the Error
Vector Magnitude (EVM) of OFDM transmitters based on their IQ mismatch and
non-linearity. DC offsets are generally removed before symbol mapping. Thus, IQ
mismatch, non-linearity and noise have been shown to be the most important EVM
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contributions [32–36]. It has also been shown that the effect of noise on EVM is
uncorrelated from that of IQ imbalance and non-linearity and it can be added as
variance in previous section. However, the contributions to EVM from IQ imbalance
and non-linearity are tightly correlated as explained in the next section. Prior at-
tempts at EVM modeling have either ignored this correlation [32–36], or combined
these contributors in vector domain for deterministic movements as discussed in the
previous section. For single carrier systems, this uncorrelated assumption may not re-
sult in much error. However, for multi-carrier systems, this assumption results in high
levels of error [29]. Analyzing these contributions in isolation and combining them
in the vector domain improves accuracy considerably. However, it still ignores the
correlation due to signal dispersion which results in high error for higher imbalance
scenarios.
In this technique, a completely different approach is taken for modeling the
combined effect of IQ imbalance and non-linearity to accurately calculate EVM from
already measured system-level parameters. This model is derived for OFDM systems
without loss of generality where the contributors of IQ imbalance and non-linearity
are highly correlated.
An analytical model of the received symbol is derived based on system pa-
rameters when both impairments are present. This analytical relation is used to
calculate the low-frequency equivalent of transmitted signal for each OFDM sym-
bol in each frame and it completely emulates the overall transmit-receive operation
without making a single measurement. The EVM is then calculated according to
whichever standard the system is designed for. Since the model is generic, there is
no need to modify it with respect to the parameters of each standard. With this
analytical approach, there is no need to generate statistical models that change as
architectures, circuits or standard change [59].
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The accuracy of the model and the associated EVM calculation method has
been verified using extensive simulations and hardware measurements. To summarize,
the contributions of this work are:
• An analytical model for I and Q signals at the receive end that completely emu-
late the entire transmit and receive operations in the presence of IQ imbalance
and non-linearity.
• An algorithm to calculate EVM using the analytical model based on the stan-
dard definition.
• Verification of the model and the EVM calculation method based on extensive
simulations and hardware measurements.
4.6.1 Proposed Methodology
In this work, some of the most damaging impairments in transmitters are studied, IQ
mismatch and IIP3, AM/AM, and AM/PM. There is no need to focus on the effect
of noise since its contribution to EVM is uncorrelated and can be added simply as
variances which is discussed in prior section. There is an analytical relation between
these system imperfections and the deviation in received QAM symbols. Having
these relations, received QAM symbols can be calculated directly from the known
system parameters and EVM can be calculated accurately without extensive test
set-up development.
The system performance is analyzed under these impairments. Although their
combined effect is quite complicated, they have separate root causes and fortunately
they effect the system in a known order. The analyses have to be combined in a
manner that model their correlation as their effects are not completely uncorrelated.
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Figure 4.8: PA input signal envelope comparison
Different methods have been used to combine these effects. In the previous
section, these effects are added vector wise for deterministic movements. It is not
the most optimal way, as the power of the signal can be different at the output of
the IQ modulator depend on the IQ mismatch in the system. Fig. 4.8 shows the
envelope of an OFDM symbol at the output of an ideal IQ modulator (PA input)
versus the same frame at the output of an impaired IQ modulator with g = 20%
and θ = 5◦. The signal peaks are different that changes the signal power. Besides,
the non-linearity effect is depend on the signal power which necessitates combined
analysis of the system.
One of the most important achievements of this work is that there is no sta-
tistical assumption used in this method. This study is based on a direct conversion
transmitter architecture although the same conclusions are valid for superheterodyne
systems.
Fig. 4.1 shows the complete system model that is used for all the analysis.
IQ mismatch is modeled in the IQ modulator path. Also, non-linearity, AM/AM
and AM/PM distortion is injected using a 3rd order polynomial model with complex
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Figure 4.9: EVM calculation model
coefficients for the power amplifier (PA). A golden direct conversion receiver is used to
down convert the signal. The receiver path includes the baseband filters and ADCs.
In order to derive the model, a few key observations are made. First, IQ
imbalance can be due to many different factors in the circuit. Process variations in
the phase shifter can infect IQ imbalance at various points. The combined effect of
all these impairments is effectively a phase difference in the modulator and a gain
mismatch in the I and Q arms. This part of the circuit is fairly linear, however,
after accumulating IQ imbalance at the modulator, the baseband to RF conversion
complicates the modeling process. The second observation is that due to the linearity
of the baseband operations, the overall impact of the IQ imbalance, which is normally
expressed in the RF signal can be modeled before the modulator. This backwards
propagation helps to express the IQ imbalance effect directly at the baseband signals.
As such, the effect of IQ imbalance can be seamlessly transferred into the time domain
signal in the baseband or RF domains which will be subject to the non-linearity,
AM/AM and AM/PM in the power amplifier. This ability of referring the effect of
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IQ imbalance to the input and then applying the non-linearity and AM/PM on the
baseband signals enables this modeling. These concepts are demonstrated in Fig.
4.9. The I + jQ signal is predistorted to reflect the IQ imbalance effect. The new
I ′+ jQ′ signal is subjected to non-linear distortion to obtain the baseband equivalent
of the power amplifier output, I ′′ + jQ′′. Finally, this signal is compared with I + jQ
to model the EVM. As mentioned earlier, this result can be added with the effect of
noise in variance to obtain the overall EVM for the system.
4.6.2 Phase and Gain mismatch effect
The IQ mismatch effect in OFDM systems has been studied in the literature [32–
34] before. Although it has never been combined with simultaneous non-linearity
effect which is the goal of this work. As mentioned in the previous section and
demonstrated in Fig. 4.9, the transmitter IQ imbalance needs to be modeled as a
predistortion in the baseband. In order to achieve this goal, first a linear modulator
with IQ imbalance is assumed and the effect of this imbalance on the receive signal
is derived using an ideal demodulator. Then, this received signal in back-propagated
to the input of the transmitter to model the IQ imbalance predistortion. Eqn. (4.28)
shows the back-propagated signal, C ′n for this purpose. Note that in this derivation,
the I and Q signals are in the time domain. However, the modulator/demodulator
(which also includes the IFFT and FFT operations) introduce dependency on other
symbols. These operations are also the reason this modeling process is challenging for
OFDM systems. In Eqn. (4.28), g is the gain mismatch and θ is the phase mismatch.
C ′n=cos
θ
2
(
Cn +
g
2
C∗N−n
)
+jsin
θ
2
(
C∗N−n +
g
2
Cn
)
(4.28)
where C ′n is the predistorted QAM symbol on nth sub-carrier and Cn is its correspond-
ing transmitted symbol. Also CN−n is the transmitted symbol on the symmetric sub-
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carrier. The details of the derivation of this received symbol representation has been
shown in [32]. This result is used to show the overall impact and how the combined
model can be achieved. IQ mismatch causes cross interference between I and Q arms.
Also in multi-carrier systems, the information on each sub-carrier is corrupted by the
symmetric sub-carrier side-band. The symmetric sub-carrier can carry any of the M
possibilities of QAM symbols with M-QAM modulation. Before moving forward, it
is verified that this pre-distortion based modeling approach is valid. Here, two MAT-
LAB system models are taken; one model includes the IQ imbalance in the modulator
while the other model includes pre-distortion (as given by Eqn. (4.28)) followed by an
ideal IQ modulator. All other system components FFT/IFFT, up/down conversion
filtering are identical. Fig. 4.10 shows the simulation results for these two systems.
Fig. 4.10(a) shows the received QAM symbols in presence of 20% gain mismatch
and 5◦ phase mismatch in the system for 100 OFDM frames. The circles are the
sent symbols, while the dots are the received symbols for the impaired system. As
it is shown in Fig. 4.10(b) the real part of the captured symbols in the predistorted
system vs. the received symbols for the impaired system follow the 45◦ trend line.
The imaginary part of the symbol is likewise but is not shown for brevity.
Table 4.5 includes more cases of different IQ mismatch values. Using the
calculated QAM symbols, EVM is calculated and compared with the measured one.
Also, the RMS error in symbol calculation is shown. EVM results are accurate within
less than 0.1% error. The RMS symbol error is almost equal in all the cases. Thus, this
is a baseline error that is caused by sampling limitation and up sampling and down
sampling in MATLAB. As a result, the conclusion is that the proposed predistortion
based model is valid.
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Figure 4.10: IQ mismatch effect (a) Received QAM symbols with g = 20%, θ = 5◦
(b) Calculated vs. received real part of QAM symbols
Table 4.5: Simulation results in presence of IQ mismatch
PhaseMM GainMM Measured Calculated RMS Symbol
(◦) (%) EVM(%) EVM(%) Error
1.6 3.8 2.36 2.4 0.013 + j0.013
1.8 7.6 4.13 4.17 0.013 + j0.013
4.9 −9.5 6.43 6.44 0.014 + j0.013
4.3 12.6 7.38 7.39 0.013 + j0.013
1.8 −20.6 10.37 10.36 0.014 + j0.014
1.5 −23.5 11.8 11.77 0.014 + j0.013
4.6.3 IIP3, AM/AM and AM/PM effect
Designing a linear power amplifier with high efficiency is always a challenge for OFDM
systems. High peak to average ratio in OFDM signals causes high sensitivity to power
amplifier non-linearity. Non-linearity has two effects in these systems. First of all, gain
compression occurs for all the sub-carriers. Secondly, in multi-carrier systems, sub-
carriers lose their orthogonality because of non-linearity. Thus, the information on
each sub-carrier is polluted by the uncorrelated information from other sub-carriers.
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The received QAM symbols will be a function of the gain compression effect on its
own sub-carrier and the data on all other neighbor carriers. In the literature, some
statistical models have been used to estimate the effect of non-linearity on EVM
[35, 36]. However, here each of the symbols are analytically calculated . The model
in Fig. 4.1 with an ideal IQ modulator (no gain and phase mismatch) is used for the
analytical derivation of the system. Note that the non-idealties in the IQ modulator
change the locations of the symbols from their ideal positions. However, for the non-
linearity modeling step, there is no assumption on the location of symbols. Thus, the
two analysis can be combined seamlessly.
In the first step, the real and imaginary part of the QAM symbols (Cn) are
separated as Eqn. (4.29). This separation is done to make the derivations easier to
understand.
Cnr= [Cn] , Cni= [Cn] (4.29)
Eqn. (4.30) shows the OFDM signal in terms of the sent QAM symbols for one OFDM
symbols.
x(t)=
1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
(Cnr(k) + jCni(k)) exp
[
j2π
kt
T
]
0 < t < T (4.30)
Where N is the number of sub-carriers (N=64 in all the presented simulations
and hardware measurements) and T is OFDM symbol duration. A copy of the last
part of the signal has to be added to the beginning of the OFDM symbol, that is called
cyclic prefix (CP). CP is added to the beginning of each OFDM symbol to guarantee
the robustness of the OFDM transmission against the inter-symbol-interference (ISI).
In addition, adding CP converts the linear convolution between the multipath channel
and the transmitted OFDM block to a circular convolution. This portion of the signal
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I(t) = Real[X(t)]
90˚
Amp
Q(t) = Imag[X(t)]
RFP(t) RFout(t)
Figure 4.11: Nonlinear system example
is ignored on the receiver side for digital demodulation. Thus, for adding CP only
the time limit changes in Eqn. (4.30) to −Tg < t < T , where Tg is the cyclic prefix
duration.
In order to derive the PA input signal, a simpler model is shown in Fig. 4.11.
The I arm carries the real part of the x(t) signal while the Q arm carries the imaginary
part. The output of the demodulator is shown in Eqn. (4.31). While ωc is the LO
frequency of the transmitter. Note that I(t) and Q(t) here already include the effect
of IQ mismatches.
RFp(t) =  [x(t)] cos(ωct)− [x(t)] sin(ωct)
=  [x(t)exp(jωct)] (4.31)
Now x(t) can be substituted in Eqn. (4.31) from Eqn. (4.30). Also the gain
of the IQ modulator (Gt) has to be taken into account. The result is shown in the
following equation:
RFp(t)=Gt
[
N−1∑
k=0
(Cnr(k) + jCni(k)) exp
[
j(
2πk
T
+ ωc)t
]]
=Gt
N−1∑
k=0
Cnr(k) cos((
2πk
T
+ ωc)t)− Cni(k) sin((2πk
T
+ ωc)t)
− Tg < t < T (4.32)
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The IIP3, AM/AM and AM/PM is modeled in the PA using a polynomial
model with complex coefficients. The RFp(t) has to be substituted in this model.
Y (t)=a1x(t) + a3x
3(t) (4.33)
Phase distortion effect is introduced as the phase of the first and third order
coefficients which translates to delays in the RF signal as is shown in Eqn. (4.34). τ1
is the delay due to the first order while τ2 is due to the third order term.
a1 = |a1|ejφ1
φ1 = τ1ωc (4.34)
In the next step, an ideal demodulation is performed on the PA output sig-
nal. After the down conversion, low pass filtering is done to remove high frequency
components of the signal. Four functions are defined in Eqn. (4.35) to help the demon-
stration of the output signals. Here Ci(x) corresponds to the imaginary part of the
QAM symbol on xth subcarrier, while Cr(x) is its real part.
f1(x, y, z) = Ci(x)Ci(y)Cr(z)
f2(x, y, z) = Cr(x)Cr(y)Cr(z)
f3(x, y, z) = Ci(x)Ci(y)Ci(z)
f4(x, y, z) = Ci(x)Cr(y)Cr(z) (4.35)
Eqn. (4.36) shows the I ′′ + jQ′′ signal at the input of the FFT block. The X1
term includes the linear gain of the amplifier and the rest of the terms are the result
of non-linearity and other modeled distortion effects. In addition, the gain of the IQ
demodulator on the receiver side (Gr) is taken into account.
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Xr(n)=Gr
⎡
⎣ a1Gt
2
√
N
N−1∑
k=0
X1(n) +
a3G
3
t
8(
√
N)3
N−1∑
p=0
N−1∑
z=0
N−1∑
k=0
X2(n)+X3(n)+X4(n)+X5(n)+X6(n)+X7(n)
⎤
⎦
0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
X1(n)=(Cr(k) + jCi(k))e
j( 2πk
N
+ωc)τ1ej(
2πkn
N
)
X2(n)=[−f1(p, z, k) + f1(k, z, p) + f1(k, p, z) + f2(k, p, z)] ej(
2π(k−p−z)
N
−ωc)τ2e−j(
2π(k−p−z)n
N
)
X3(n)=[f1(p, z, k) + f1(k, z, p)− f1(k, p, z) + f2(k, p, z)] e−j(
2π(k+p−z)
N
+ωc)τ2ej(
2π(k+p−z)n
N
)
X4(n)=[f1(p, z, k)− f1(k, z, p) + f1(k, p, z) + f2(k, p, z)] e−j(
2π(k−p+z)
N
+ωc)τ2ej(
2π(k−p+z)n
N
)
X5(n)=[f3(k, p, z) + f4(z, k, p) + f4(p, k, z)− f4(k, p, z)] (j)ej(
2π(k−p−z)
N
−ωc)τ2e−j(
2π(k−p−z)n
N
)
X6(n)=[−f3(k, p, z) + f4(z, k, p)− f4(p, k, z)− f4(k, p, z)] (−j)e−j(
2π(k+p−z)
N
+ωc)τ2ej(
2π(k+p−z)n
N
)
X7(n)=[−f3(k, p, z)− f4(z, k, p) + f4(p, k, z)− f4(k, p, z)] (−j)e−j(
2π(k−p+z)
N
+ωc)τ2ej(
2π(k−p+z)n
N
)
(4.36)
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Figure 4.12: (a) Max AM/AM (b) Max AM/PM distortion vs. Max power for mul-
tiple frames
In order to calculate the QAM symbols, an FFT has to be performed on Xr[n]
signal. The final results for the received QAM symbols are not shown because of
the space limit. However, they have a similar format to the Xr signal. In order to
calculate any of the QAM symbols in the frame, the sequence of the symbols in the
frame have to be multiplied and added together. The sequence will be different for
each sub-carrier depending on their location.
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Table 4.6: Simulation results in presence of non-linearity
PAinPower IIP3 AM/AM AM/PM Measured Calculated
(dBm) (dBm) (dB) (◦) EVM (%) EVM(%)
−8.3 7.1 3.96 33 20.5 20.48
−8.18 10.0 2.74 8.93 10.8 10.77
−8.29 12.4 1.63 2.85 6.0 6.0
−8.23 14.4 1 5.2 4 4.0
Table 4.6 includes simulation results for some cases of different IIP3, and
distortions cases while Fig. 4.12 demonstrates the maximum presented AM/AM and
AM/PM versus the maximum power in each OFDM frame for the first case in Table
4.6. The maximum distortion of the frames are averaged out over all 50 simulated
frames and are shown in Table 4.6. Using the calculated QAM symbols, the EVM
is calculated and compared with the simulated which is measured with conventional
scheme. EVM results are accurate with less than 0.05% error. This error is caused
by accuracy of sampling in MATLAB.
4.6.4 EVM Computation Process
With the analytical model, the EVM can be calculated using the ttransmitted QAM
symbols and the system imperfections of the DUT:
• System parameters (IQ imbalance, IIP3, AM/AM, AM/PM and path gain)
which are already measured.
• Generate enough number of random input symbols based on the standard.
• Calculate the received symbol using the proposed derivation.
• Determine the Standard based parameters in Eqn. (4.1) like N and P0.
• Calculate EVM according to Eqn. (4.1).
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Figure 4.13: Combined non-linearity and IQ imbalance effect (a) Received QAM
symbols (b) Real part of calculated vs. received QAM symbols
There is no need for EVM test set-up and capturing high number of symbols
to measure EVM, as the captured symbols can be directly calculated. Having these
accurate relations between the system imperfections and the EVM, an accurate pass
and fail limit can be obtained for any system characterization based on the EVM
limitation.
4.6.5 Verification of the EVM calculation using simulations
In this section, simulation results are presented to illustrate the accuracy of the de-
rived mathematical relation. Fig. 4.13(a) shows the received symbols (dots) in pres-
ence of IQ mismatch (g = 20%, θ = 5◦) and non-linearity (IIP3 = 9dBm, PA input
power=-8.4dBm ) in the system. The average of the maximum AM/AM distortion
over 100 frames is 2.37dB while AM/PM is in a 17.5◦ range.
Fig. 4.13(b) shows one example of the calculation accuracy under the combined
effect of IQ mismatch and non-linearity. The calculated symbols follow the received
with high accuracy.
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Table 4.7: Simulation results in presence of IQ mismatch, Non-linearity, AM/AM and
AM/PM
Phase Gain IIP3 Pin AM/AM AM/PM Measured Calculated
MM(◦) MM(%) (dBm) (dBm) (dB) (◦) EVM(%) EVM(%)
5 20 9 −8.4 2.37 17.5 16.4 16.7
2.5 12 10.2 −8.3 2.27 7.0 12.1 12.2
1.5 10 11.9 −8.4 1.66 2.7 8.1 8.2
4 −8 14 −8.3 1.08 3.2 6.5 6.5
1 −3 14.7 −8.3 0.84 0.6 4.1 4.1
Table 4.7 includes more cases of different IIP3, distortions and IQ mismatch
values. EVM results are accurate with less than 0.4% error. The error in symbols is
quite small and is caused by accuracy of up sampling and down sampling in MATLAB
as explained before.
4.6.6 Hardware Measurement Results
The accuracy of the method and the derivation is also confirmed on a hardware
platform.
Fig. 4.14 shows the measurement set-up. A vector signal generator (VSG)
(R&SSMBA100) is used as the transmitter IQ modulator. IQ mismatch can be
injected in the system, using this equipment. A commercial off-the-shelf amplifier
(Mini-Circuits zx60-2522M-S+) is used as the power amplifier in the transmitter path.
The amplifier specifications are measured using traditional techniques. The gain of
the PA is 21dB and the IIP3 is 6.2dBm. A vector signal analyser (R&SFSV R) is
used as the golden receiver. The measurements has been done under presence of each
imperfection separately and together at 2.4GHz frequency range.
Table 4.8 shows the result for only having IQ mismatch in the system (there
is no amplifier in the path). Measured EVM values follow the calculated with less
than 0.5% error.
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Figure 4.14: Hardware Measurement Set-up
Table 4.8: Hardware measurement results in presence of IQ mismatch
PhaseMM GainMM Measured EVM Calculated EVM
(◦) (%) (%) (%)
1 5 2.81 2.64
1 10 5.19 5.1
−2 15 7.7 7.62
3 −20 10.47 10.40
Table 4.9 shows the result for only non-linearity in the path. Thus, the IQ
modulator is ideal. As the same amplifier is used for all the cases, the signal power at
the input of the PA is changed by using different gains for the IQ modulator. Thus,
different levels of non-linearity can be modeled in the system. Average AM/AM
distortion is different for each case due to the change of signal power at the input of
power amplifier. Also in this case, measured EVM follows the calculated one with
less than 0.5% error. This is an acceptable error for EVM and it is caused by noise
in the system and any unmodeled effects in the path.
Table 4.10 shows the EVM results for IQ mismatch and non-linearity in the
system. In this step, the gain of the VSG is changed for each IQ mismatch set up to
show how accurate the calculated EVM result follows the measured EVM result in all
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Table 4.9: Hardware measurement results in presence of non-linearity
IIP3 AM/AM GainV SG Measured EVM Calculated EVM
(dBm) (dB) (dB) (%) (%)
6.2
0.25 −12 2.8 2.4
0.36 −10 4.15 4.6
0.4 −8 8.45 8.7
Table 4.10: Hardware measurement results in presence of IQ mismatch and non-
linearity (No significant AM/PM distortion was found in DUT performance)
PhaseMM GainMM IIP3 AM/AM GainV SG Measured Calculated
(◦) (%) (dBm) (dB) (dB) EVM(%) EVM(%)
1 10 6.2
0.10 −20 5.2 5.17
0.25 −12 9.3 10.2
0.36 −10 15.9 15.6
3 −20 6.2
0.10 −20 10.4 10.3
0.25 −12 12.8 13.0
0.36 −10 18.1 17.9
−2 15 6.2
0.10 −20 8.0 8.0
0.25 −12 10.5 10.7
0.36 −10 15.6 15.5
levels of non-linearity and IQ mismatch values. Measured EVM follows the calculated
one with less than 1% error. This is an acceptable error for EVM measurements.
4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, two analytical approaches that relate non-linearity, IQ imbalance,
AM/AM, AM/PM, and noise to EVM of a WLAN transmitter are presented. These
impairments have been identified as dominant contributors to the EVM of OFDM/QAM
based systems. Having the analytical model, EVM test can be replaced by phase and
gain mismatch and the IIP3 test. Previous attempts at analytical modeling have
either focused on one impairment alone or on single carrier systems, which display
different characteristics in multi-carrier systems.
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In the first approach, with the eventual goal of combining EVM contributions
of IQ imbalance, non-linearity, and noise, each impairment is analyzed in terms of a
deterministic displacement and a random displacement component. The deterministic
components that stem from IQ imbalance and non-linearity need to be combined in
the vector domain before all contributors can be combined as variance.
In the second approach, an accurate analytical EVM calculation method has
been presented in presence of combined effect of IQ mismatch and non-linearity. The
received symbols are calculated directly using the information on system imperfec-
tions and the gain of the system from the sent QAM symbols. Thus, the EVM is
calculated without actually making a single EVM measurement. In addition, having
an accurate relation between EVM and system parameters enables the test engineers
to define accurate pass/fail boundaries for the system imperfections according to
EVM requirement of the system.
Simulations and hardware experiments show that the analytical model can
follow EVM simulations with a very large symbol count. The derived analytical
models in most cases are more accurate compared to an EVM measurement with a
limited number of OFDM symbols. The derived model provides good accuracy even
for higher EVM values, at which point the part is severely degraded.
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, a framework for analytically computing the system level impairments
of the RF transceivers is provided. Accurate methods for EVM calculation based on
already measured parameters is proposed in order to eliminate the EVM from the
test list and reduce the test cost while maintaining the accuracy of the test.
In the first part of the thesis, two step-by-step solutions for computation of
linear and non-linear parameters of the transceivers in the loop-back mode as well
as a BiST method is proposed. These techniques are developed as a zero-overhead
approach where a simple attenuator for the loop-back connection is the only addi-
tional hardware component and can be placed outside of the chip. These techniques
are developed without any assumption on the knowledge of parameters both within
and outside the chip. In the first method, a time domain model is developed and
non-linear solver is used for impairments computation. A modulated signal is used as
the test signal. Since non-linear solvers are quit complex, this approach is not feasible
for on-chip implementation. The second solution is developed based on separating
the effect of impairments in time and frequency domain by designing a special test
signal. A calibration technique for transmitter IQ imbalance is proposed that com-
pensates the effect for even highly impaired systems and can bring the EVM within
specification. Since the test signal generation for this method is simple and math-
ematical expressions to solve for the impairments are quite simple, this technique
can be implemented on-chip, paving the way for on-chip circuit characterization and
calibration.
A BiST solution for transmitter IQ imbalance measurement and non-linearity
characterization is proposed. As using the high frequency signal for testing requires
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using expensive RF measurement equipment, a BiST circuitry is designed to convert
this signal to a simpler form. For low-frequency conversion, a self mixing envelope de-
tector is used. The proposed BiST circuitry along with designed test signal enable us
to derive the transmitter impairment measurement with low computational complex-
ity. The frequency domain information of the envelope signal is used for parameter
computation in two steps.
In the second part of the thesis, two analytical techniques for EVM computa-
tion from easy to measure transmitter parameters are proposed. In the first modeling
approach, the effect of each impairment is separated to deterministic and random
displacement of the QAM symbols. In order to combine the effects of different im-
pairments, the deterministic displacements are added in vector domain, while the
random displacement are added in terms of variance. The effect of these impairments
are studied in isolation while the effect of different impairments are correlated. In
order to solve this issue, in the second method, the received QAM symbols are accu-
rately calculated in presence of all of the impairments at once. Having the received
symbols, EVM can be computed under any standard.
The accuracy of all the proposed techniques are verified with both simulation
and hardware measurements.
However, RF transceivers are highly complex and there are more parameters
that should be considered as they affect the performance of the device. Thus, the
proposed approach can be developed in several aspects to yield more complete and
realistic solution. One aspect is considering more of the effects in the transceiver such
as phase noise and carrier leakage in the path and develop an analytical solution for
computing all the parameters using a single set-up measurement.
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